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ABSTRACT 
The Social dimension of Sustainability and SCM (supply chain management) are two 
concepts that have been discussed over the last decade. Nowadays, the increasing 
integration of social sustainability into SCM becomes an evolving area. The main 
purpose of this master thesis is to gain better understanding of what are the drivers and 
barriers for implementing social sustainability in the supply chain in the context of 
SMEs. In order to get a deep understanding of how these practices are implemented, we 
proposed a second research question to understand the efforts that companies have 
made on implementing social sustainability and how far are their implementations of 
different social sustainability practices. The study involves four different organizations 
with operations in three different countries, respectively: Romania, Sudan and Namibia. 
As for the choice of theories for this thesis, we have chosen relevant concepts, such as 
Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM), Social Sustainability, Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR), and the stakeholder theory. 
 
After systematically review of current literature in social sustainability supply chain 
management, we discovered that there is a gap in research since there are limited studies 
concerning the drivers and barriers for the adoption of social dimension in SSCM, and 
also how social sustainability managerial practices are actually implemented in SMEs. 
 
In order to fulfil the purpose of the thesis, a qualitative method study has been 
conducted. By using a qualitative research method, we aim to get comprehensive 
information related to the perceptions of different organizational employees, such as 
CEO(chief executive officer), supply chain managers, legal advisers, or executive 
directors. Through the semi-structured interviews, we gained a deeper understanding of 
the drivers and barriers that organizations face when trying to implement social 
sustainability in the supply chain. Our interview guide was divided into four major 
themes, respectively: Social Sustainability in Supply Chain Management, Stakeholders, 
Drivers and Barriers, and Implementation. 
 
The findings of the study revealed that there are numerous motivators for and barriers to 
social SSCM implementation. Stakeholders such as customers, community and NGOs 
were reported by respondents as driving forces for the integration of social 
sustainability practices in their companies. We also found that government influence is 
a strong driver for improving social sustainable practices for companies. The 
government can also use tools such as market incentives (e.g. grants and incentives) or 
direct regulations to strengthen SSCM adoption. However, the lack of regulation may 
reduce the pace of social SSCM adoption. We believe that building health and 
sustainable relations with all kinds of internal and external stakeholders is important 
when implementing social sustainable in supply chain in SMEs.  
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1.  Introduction 
We begin our introduction chapter by providing an understanding of problem 
background. We also identify research gap, formulate specific research question and 
state research purpose. The final section of introduction part is to present the study’s 
delimitation. 
 

 1.1   Choice of Subject 
We are two management and accounting students studying Business Administration at 
Umeå University. We decided to do research about supply chain management and social 
sustainability as both of us took several courses that covered supply chain and 
sustainability. In addition, as we both got information and news from extracurricular 
reading about this area, we think that the implementation of social sustainability in 
supply chain management represents an interesting current trend which is worth to be 
studied.  In order to better understand why SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) 
adopt social sustainable measures and how the social sustainable practices are going, we 
narrowed down our topic to investigate the drivers, barriers and implementation of 
social sustainable managerial practices in supply chain. We decided to select several 
SMEs that are implementing social sustainability practices in supply chain for our study. 
Thus we have contacted two companies from Romania, and two companies from Africa, 
where one of us can get access to interviews with management teams. We thought it 
would be interesting and challenging to conduct our study with SMEs that adopted 
social sustainability managerial practices in the supply chain.  

As for the choice of theories for this thesis, we have chosen relevant concepts, such as 
Supply Chain Management (SCM), Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM), 
Social Sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), stakeholder theory, etc. 
Firstly, we explained and discussed CSR, SCM and SSCM, as those are the basic and 
must know concepts for our thesis. In order to get in-depth understanding of this 
specific area, we explained and discussed the stakeholder theory as it has been 
discovered that stakeholders have effect on implementation of SSCM. Further, we came 
up with conceptual model for drivers, barriers and implementation stages of social 
sustainability measures in the supply chain after thoroughly review relevant literature.  
 

1.2  Problem Background 
Most organizations can be regarded as a part of at least one supply chain and there is an 
increasing global market competition in supply chain area in recent years 
(Samaranayake, 2005, p.47). A supply chain is a dynamic process and an 
inter-organizational system that includes the continuous flow of information, materials 
and funds across multiple functional areas within and between chain members. Also 
considering the fact that firms outsource parts of their production to foreign countries 
and many supply chain operate across continental and cultural borders, supply chain is 
becoming a complex system to manage (Reefke et al., p .15; Ashby et al., 2012. P. 497). 
Globalization and recent economic trends have made supply chains complex and thus 
the design, organization, interactions, competences, capabilities and management of 
these supply chains have become key issues (Gold et al., 2009, p. 237). Supply chain 
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management is a system approach to view the supply chain as a whole, rather as 
fragmented parts, which means supply chain management is the multi firms’ effort to 
manage the total flow of products or services from the supplier to the ultimate customer 
(Ellram,1990). Cooper et al (1997, p. 14) conclude that SCM is a philosophy that 
believes each firm involved in supply chain directly and indirectly influence the 
performance of all the other supply chain members.  
 
A growing number of stakeholders including investors, regulators, and the public, have 
expanded their attention far beyond traditional supply chain aspect (e.g. cost, quality, 
financial performance) (Klassen & Vereecke, 2012, p.103). Moreover, many managers 
have made efforts to develop better process and systems in order to solve environmental 
issues that impact on the supply chain operation. The term sustainability was emerging 
and popularized in 1987 through the WCED report Our Common Future (UN, 2008, p. 
2; Linton et al, 2007, p. 1076), identified as “development which meets the need of the 
present without composing the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(WCED, 1987, p. 41). This has led to applying and evolving sustainability into supply 
chain management, which was defined by Seuring and Müller (2008, p. 1700) as “the 
management of material, information and capital flows as well as cooperation among 
companies along the supply chain while taking goals from all three dimensions of 
sustainable development, i.e., economic, environmental and social, into account which 
are derived from customer and stakeholder requirements”.   
 
Unfortunately, management of social aspect in sustainable supply chain lags far behind 
from other aspects of SSCM (Ashby et al., 2012, p. 506). Many sophisticated firms 
located over the world are still struggling with how to understand, define and plan for 
social issues. Inadequate testing of components and material by supplier may lead 
dangerous or harmful products to customers, which may result in product recall and 
damage the image and reputation of company (Roth et al., 2008, p.22). Most developing 
countries still have social problems such as child labor, gender inequality and health 
problem for the reason of the unawareness of social sustainability in the supply chain by 
companies focusing on the lower cost and profit (Mani et al, 2015c, p.1017). Some of 
the global supply chains such as IKEA, Apple and Nike incorporated social 
sustainability practices both internal and external environments, including suppliers. 
Apple is committed to social sustainability practices across their supply chain. As part 
of their commitment, Apple conducts supplier audit, to be more competitive in the 
market place (Apple’s Supplier Responsibility Progress Report, 2016). They also have 
started monitoring and investigating their supply chain including monitor suppliers’ 
labor practices, improve product safety, develop interaction with local communities 
(Apple’s Supplier Responsibility Progress Report, 2016).   
 
When it comes to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), it is obvious that they 
possess fewer financial, technical, and human resources. According to UNIDO (United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization, 2005, p.10), SMEs typically operate 
within a much narrow margin between business viability and business failure. Owners 
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and managers of SMEs are more acutely sensitive than their counterparts at 
transnational corporations to issues such as market access, access to credit and financing 
and the immediate costs of improved social and environmental performance (UNIDO, 
2005, p.10). Many SMEs suffer from insufficient information, infrastructure and skills. 
In order to survive, these companies need tools to improve product quality, secure 
financing and build protection capacity (UNIDO, 2005, p.11). According to Lutkenhorst 
(cited in UNIDO, 2005, p.11), conducive government policies, strong supplier 
development programs, good training institutions, appropriate financing and the 
assistance of business associations are able to support the efforts of SMEs to integrate 
themselves in sustainable global supply chains. Since the majority of SMEs are 
privately owned companies and rarely actively pursue research and publication of 
socially sustainable practices, successful stories in implementing these measures are not 
easily found. However, this does not mean that SMEs are not having success in 
implementing sustainability concepts throughout their supply chains (Blackhurst et. al., 
2012, p.9). For example, Pretty Products, a manufacturer of floor mats for the 
automotive industry, was recently featured in Green Manufacturer Magazine. This 
SME, based in LaGrange, Georgia (USA), used sustainability as the foundation  of an 
innovation and growth strategy to turn the company around and become a leader in the 
industry (Blackhurst et. al., 2012, p.9). Furthermore, there are several SMEs who have 
had success implementing sustainability initiatives across a broad range of activities, 
including employee wellness programs, solid waste reduction, product development, 
societal commitment, and other areas (Blackhurst et. al., 2012, p.9). 
 

1.3 Research Gap 
After systematically review of current literature in social sustainability supply chain 
management, we see that there is a gap in research since there are limited studies 
concerning the drivers and barriers for adopting the social SSCM in SMEs, and also 
how social sustainability managerial practices are actually implemented in those 
companies. Thus, the drivers, barriers and implementation of social SSCM in SMEs are 
still under-researched and we think it will make valuable contribution to SSCM by 
addressing this gap in social sustainability. 
 
Social sustainability in the supply chain has been in the limelight by many companies 
because of increased awareness about social issues and standards which are not only 
relate to the environment and economy, but also extended to other stakeholders in the 
society (Agrawal and Sharma, 2015, p.212). However, less attention was given to the 
social aspect of sustainability by scholars even though there are many researches 
focusing on environmental or green sustainable supply chain management which have 
made a great step on this area (Ashby et al., 2012, p. 506). As stated by Hutchins and 
Sutherland (2008, p. 1688), the social dimension of sustainability has not been 
well-defined and the discussion of social dimension has received limited attention in the 
literature. They further stated that the legislative issues, human health and safety has 
been emphasized rather that culture and ethical issue when discussing social 
sustainability (Hutchins & Sutherland, 2008, p. 1688) 
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Although there are a few scholars that conducted research on involving social demission 
of sustainability to supply chain management, most of them mainly aim at studying 
social sustainability practices in manufacturing industry and developing measurement to 
evaluate the social sustainability practice in supply chains. Kurnia et al (2014), explored 
the adoption of SSCM practices by selected Australian organizations and investigate 
their adoption motivations. Sajjad et al (2015, p. 643) examined the motivators and 
barriers to SSCM adoption in the New Zealand business context and aims to contribute 
to the understanding of the motivators and barriers to SSCM implementation. Those 
research study the sustainable supply chain in a general way and mainly focus on the 
economic and environmental aspects. 

Despite the growing interest in integrating social sustainability into SCM, the literature 
on this topic is still limited, and empirical research is largely based on case studies for 
large multinational companies to explore their approach to deal with CSR issue in their 
supply chain and work with the difficulties associated to the relevant sectors (Ayuso & 
Colomé, 2013, P. 498). So far, not many empirical studies have addressed social SSCM 
in SMEs and the specific difficulties faced by these companies. 
 

The findings of this review identify the fact that the current literature cannot adequately 
provide a complete understanding of why SMEs adopt social SSCM into its operation, 
what are the barriers for implementing social SSCM and how is the implementation 
going. In summary, the research gaps are:  

u   less attention was given to the social aspect of sustainability in supply chain by 
scholars 

u   limited researches about driver and barriers of implementing social aspect of 
SSCM 

u   limited studies have addressed social SSCM in SMEs 
 

1.4 Research Questions 
Therefore, our research questions are:  
l   What are the drivers and barriers for SMEs regarding social sustainability in 
supply chain? 
l   How do SMEs implement social sustainability practices in the supply chain?  
 

1.5  Purpose 
The main purpose of this thesis is to gain better understanding of what are the drivers 
and barriers for implementing social SSCM in SMEs. In order to get a deep 
understanding of how these practices are implemented, we proposed the second 
research question to understand the efforts SMEs have made on implementing social 
sustainability and how far are their implementations of different social sustainability 
practices. In order to fulfill the main purpose, we will perform a qualitative study where 
we aim to explore how SMEs perceive the drivers and barriers for social SSCM and the 
implementation of SSCM. Then we will empirically test the theories behind the 
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frameworks drawn from different kinds of literature. In this manner, we will fill in the gap 
of knowledge about the drivers, barriers and implementation of social SSCM in the 
context of SMEs and recommend on further research. The aims of our study are:  
u   to fill the gap in knowledge regarding drivers, barriers and implementation of 

social SSCM in the context of SMEs. 
u   to confirm or disconfirm theory regarding drivers, barriers and implementation of 

social SSCM.  
u   to contribute to theory through the development of conceptual model on drivers, 

barriers and implementation of social SSCM. 
u   to address the research questions and suggest the direction for future research 
u   to give practical implications for SMEs to understand and evaluate their social 

SSCM implementation. 
 

1.6  Delimitations 
Delimitations are self-imposed restrictions of the research compared with limitation 
which cannot be controlled. Hence, we think it is important to clearly state the 
delimitation of the study below, while the limitation of this study and directions for future 
researches will be addressed in the end of the paper. 
 
The companies that we have approached in our research are delimited to SME, due to the 
lack of opportunity-access inside big corporations. As such, we only explore drivers, 
barriers and implementation of social SSCM in SMEs. Therefore, we can only assume 
that our findings are partially generalizable within SMEs and our research findings are 
not necessarily applicable on firms that are not considered SMEs 
 
Since the studied SMEs have been located in developing countries, the research findings 
are delimited to SMEs in developing countries and not necessarily for SMEs from other 
countries with different conditions. Due to the limited amount of time and the limited 
resources, we have decided to delimit the chosen firms to that of the Romanian, Namibian 
and Sudanese market. However, our study represents a qualitative study of SMEs which 
do not emphasize a country or a continent comparison. Due to the limited amount of 
interviewees, a proper comparison between these countries/continents would be 
impossible. This implies that the expected results of this study are restricted to these three 
countries. 
 
The research delimits the chosen industries, basing half of the interviews on that of the 
ice-cream industry, while the other half on that of the medical products industry, 
telecommunications and water supply industry.  
 
The literature that we have used in the theoretical framework is delimited to that of the 
Western World, even if two of our samples come from the outside Western World. We 
believe that the theory chosen is suitable for countries like Sudan or Namibia, as they 
face a continuous process of globalization and economic development.  
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Furthermore, this study mainly emphasizes the drivers and barriers for socially 
sustainable practices in the supply chain, and also the implementation process. However, 
it does not aim to measure the impact of these implemented practices on the overall 
organization performance as it goes beyond the scope of the study. We will include the 
emerging themes or area relevant to our topic that we have not discussed in the theoretical 
framework but raised during the interviews by our respondents.  
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2.Scientific Methodology 

In this section, we will explain our philosophical view where we will state ontological 
and epistemological stances. Then we will further state our research strategy, approach 
and design of this study. At the end of this chapter, we state our pre-understanding of 
research topic and how we conduct literature search. 

2.1 Ontology 

According to Long et al (2000, p. 191), social ontology refers to assumptions held about 
the nature of social reality, whether social objects can be viewed as impartial objects 
with an external reality to social actors or not. More precisely, this philosophical stance 
concerns whether social entities are objects existing independently from social actors or 
whether they are social constructions crated by the actors within them that cannot exist 
by themselves (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 32). These positions are frequently referred to 
as objectivism and constructionism. Objectivism asserts that social phenomena and their 
meanings have an existence that is independent of social actors and beyond social 
actor’s reach. Constructionism asserts that social phenomena and their meanings are 
continually being accomplished by social actors. Thus, objectivism is concerned with 
pre-existing and independence phenomena, while constructionism holds that the 
phenomena exist due to social actors and their actions.  

The ontological position we embrace is constructionism, since we have the 
interpretation that it is a necessity to explore the subjective meanings motivating the 
actions of social actors (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 133). Our research question is derived 
from our ontological perspective, where we want to get a deeper understanding on how 
supply chain managers perceive the motivation and barriers of social SSCM adoption. 
Since our study uses a qualitative method, we believe constructionism is the most 
relevant position regarding our thesis. We believe that motivational drivers arise or are 
created by different stakeholders (i.e. investors, customers, employee, government, etc.), 
who put pressure on firms to integrate social factors in their SCM. Based on this, we 
therefore, take the philosophical stance of constructionism ontology, and further based 
on our assumed proposed model, motivational drivers arise or created by the different 
stakeholders thus compelling firms to integrate social factors in their SCM practices.  

2.2 Epistemology 

Epistemology concerns the question of what is or should be regarded as acceptable 
knowledge in a discipline (Bryman & Bell,2015, p. 26). In other words, epistemology 
deals with whether or not the social world can be studied in accordance with the same 
principles and procedures as the natural science (Bryman & Bell,2015, p. 26). 
Epistemology on the hand can be viewed as acceptable knowledge, which is further 
broken down to positivism, realism, interpretivism and pragmatism (Long et al, 2000, p. 
191). Bryman and Bell (2015, p. 27) argue that the doctrine of positivism is rather hard 
to define, and explains that the concept differs in literature. Researchers with the 
philosophy of positivism believe that knowledge can only be obtained by studying 
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observable phenomena, and apply many techniques used by natural scientists (Bryman 
& Bell, 2015, p. 27; Saunders et al., 2012, p. 134). As stated by Bryman and Bell (2015, 
p. 27), the researchers who embraced positivist aim to conduct a value-free research, in 
which the researchers are external observers rather than taking personal standpoints. 
They use result from hypotheses testing process to generate new theories. The realist 
approach is similar to positivism but there are several differences. Realists believe there 
is an external and objective reality; however, we all understand this external and 
objective reality differently due to interpretations caused by personal social conditions 
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 136). Thus laws from the natural sciences cannot be fully 
applied. In contrast to positivism and realism, the interpretivist philosophy arguing that 
the social world is too complex to be theorized by laws according to scientific methods 
(Bryman, 2015, p. 28). As stated by Saunders et al (2012, p. 137), knowledge cannot be 
objective when the researchers are part of the world of studies, and people will have a 
different interpretation about things, given the fact that they have different pre- 
understanding and knowledge. In addition to the three main positions of epistemology, 
one can also adopt pragmatism which is often preferred in mixed-method studies 
conducted with both a qualitative and quantitative method (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 
130). In other words, as stated by Saunders et al (2012, p. 130), the pragmatist believes 
that it is possible to work with more than one philosophical standpoint when a research 
question does not clearly propose either a quantitative or qualitative study.  

We will use interpretivism epistemology philosophy, as we intend to make use of a 
qualitative method of data collection where we need to listen to responses made by 
participants, and from these connect the answers to the theoretical framework. We 
believe that these stakeholders have different perceptions and opinions that are socially 
motivated and thus helping us to have a broader view on our research topic. As stated 
by Bryman and Bell (2015, p. 32), interpretivism supports the idea that there are 
differences between humans as social actors, which implies that it is up to the social 
researcher to capture the subjective meaning of a social act (Bryman, 2015, p. 32). As 
such, we will accept knowledge of interpretation of the answers given by looking at 
them through the theory that has been chosen. We deem this to be the most appropriate 
way to view acceptable information gathered through in depth qualitative methods.  

2.3 Research Strategy 

The goal of this study is to answer in detail the stipulated research questions. To achieve 
this objective, we must adopt a research strategy that depends on the nature of the 
research questions. Before starting to perform the study, it is important to differentiate 
between qualitative and quantitative research strategy due to their ambiguous 
characteristics (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 161). According to Bryman & Bell (2015, p. 38) 
a quantitative research is a research strategy that emphasizes quantification in the 
collection and analysis of data. Creswell (2009, p.4) argues that this strategy is adopted 
for testing objective theories by examining the relationship between various variables. 
These variables are usually measured in numbers and can be analyzed with statistical 
measures. Another characteristic of this type of research strategy is the deductive 
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approach of the relationship between theory and research, with the goal of testing 
theories (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.38). In contrast to quantitative research strategy, the 
qualitative one usually emphasizes words rather than quantification in the collection and 
analysis of data (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.38). According to Creswell (2009, p.4), a 
qualitative research method aims to produce a better understanding of attitudes and 
ideas which causes peoples actions and decision making. There is higher proximity 
between the researcher and the participant in a qualitative research method than the 
quantitative method; and the theory and concepts emerge from the data collected rather 
than having the purpose of being tested in a research model (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 
38).  

For our topic, we chose a qualitative research strategy. This was motivated by the nature 
of the research questions and the characteristic of the qualitative research strategy. A 
qualitative study aims to identify underlying concepts and the relationships between 
them (Nachmias, 1996). As we aim to discover the motivational factors and barriers for 
implementing social sustainability in supply chain management and how the 
implementation is developing, the qualitative method would be feasible and a useful 
way to help us get information about subjective meanings, attitudes or ideas held by 
actors that cause their decisions and actions. In addition, qualitative method is the best 
way given the fact that qualitative methods allow the researcher to study issues in depth 
and produce a wealth of detailed data on a small number of individuals (Patton, 1991). 

2.4 Research Approach 

According to Saunders et al (2012, p.143-145), there are three different approaches 
when conducting a research: deduction, induction and abduction. Deductive approach 
represents the most common view of the nature of the relationship between theory and 
research (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.23). When adopting a deductive approach, the 
researcher deduces a hypothesis based on the theoretical considerations to that domain, 
which must then be subjected to empirical scrutiny (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.23). 
Therefore, the research originates from building a theoretical framework followed by 
developing hypotheses and finally collecting and analyzing the data gathered (Saunders 
et al., 2012, p. 144). An inductive study represents the process where data is collected to 
explore a phenomenon, with the goal of generating or building theory (Saunders et al., 
2012, p.145). It can also be defined as the process of drawing generalizable inferences 
out of observations (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.25). In contrast to deduction, where the 
purpose of research is to test theory, the purpose of an inductive study is to generate 
new theory (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.25). Another important aspect which distinguishes 
these two approaches is the fact that induction is linked with qualitative research 
(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.25). According to Saunders et al (2012, p.145) abduction 
represents the process of collecting data in order to explore a phenomenon, discover 
themes and explain patterns, to generate a new or modify an existing theory which the 
researcher subsequently tests through additional data collection. Another characteristic 
of the abduction process is the fact that it helps to create theory based on observing 
social actors (Blaikie, 2009, p. 89). Same as induction, the abduction is more 
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time-costing but can be highly suitable when there is a significant amount of 
information in one area but less in another (Saunders et al., 2012, p.148).  

We start with a set of theory and aim to investigate the subject of drivers and 
implementation of social sustainability in supply chain, which was investigated by 
researchers along with two other aspects of sustainability as whole. Thus, we find 
deductive method as the most appropriate approach for our study, as we will overview 
theories and previous studies that have serious influence on our topic; instead of looking 
into the subject from a view that is not clouded with established theories. As stated by 
Bryman and Bell (2015, p.25), quantitative enquiry generally adopts a deductive 
process, while qualitative enquiry generally adopts an inductive process. As stated by 
Hype (2000, p. 85), we may find qualitative research as chiefly an inductive approach. 
However, qualitative researchers prefer adopting deductive process more frequently 
than inductive process on an informal basis. In regards to our qualitative study we are 
designing interview questions based on existing theories to see if managers support 
what the theories say or not. All in all, for our study, we deem that the theoretical 
background is important as it represents our first step for conducting the research; and 
the deductive approach is the most appropriate way to guide us to conduct our 
qualitative study. 

2.5 Pre-understanding 

As stated by Saunders et al (2012, p. 151), the researchers must be aware of their 
pre-understanding or preconceptions when conducting a research. Researchers cannot 
understand the world without pre-understandings, and pre-understanding will lead 
researchers to understand things differently. As stated by Bryman and Bell (2015, p.40), 
pre-understanding may affect how the researcher identifies a problem and what theories 
to use, because researches have different personal experience and background. More 
precisely, personal experiences are included in pre-understanding which affects the 
researcher’s action and the researcher’s perception or interpretation of other people’s 
action, which will also affect the outcome of the research. Therefore, we think 
pre-understanding is important since they will have an impact on our research. 

Our choice to study the motivational divers and barriers for social sustainability in 
supply chain management and the implementation of these practices can be derived 
from our pre-understanding from our education in business administration at Umea 
University, and information from academic articles and newspapers. The reason why we 
are interest in social sustainability in supply chain management is that social 
sustainability, as an emerging field, has been given much attention in recent years. That 
is one of the pre-understandings that we learned from the management courses that we 
both took in our first year study in Umea University.  

Work related practical experience can also have an impact on the research and its results. 
The behavioral practices from our previous and current working environment may 
reflect preconceptions of firm behavior. As researchers, we both have different work 
related experience, a fact that can positively or negatively affect the outcome of the 
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study. One of us has a two years’ experience as an assistant manager in a Romanian 
manufacturing company, while the other researcher has performed an intensive 
internship program in China. An important aspect to be mentioned is that one of us had 
previous contact with the CEO of one of the companies that participated to our case 
study. Therefore, he has a lot of preconceptions about the respective organization. 
However, as stated by Saunders et al. (2012, p. 151) knowing an organization well is 
likely to prevent people from getting deeper understanding about the organization when 
asking questions. As this could influence how we perceive the action of those 
companies and our topic, we tried to be as objective as possible and bear this difference 
in mind throughout the research. We have discussed how to avoid producing bias from 
imbalance pre-understandings. Thus, we decided to ask general question or background 
questions about the companies and the interviewees at the beginning of each interview, 
which is likely to reduce the influence on how we analyze and interpret the results. We 
believe our pre-understanding about the topic and companies are of big value for our 
thesis. 

2.6 Literature Search 

Literature search strategy is important as it can ensure that you locate relevant and the 
latest literature and enable you to get a picture about what researches have been 
published in your area and to relate your own research to it (Saunders, 2012, p. 70). As 
suggested by Saunders, analyzing the material in a critical way allowed us to have little 
bias in our research.  

For our research, we utilize journals and books as our secondary literature sources. We 
searched for relevant academic articles in our field of study using Umeå university 
library’s access to Emerald and Business Source Premier (EBSCO), as well as the 
Google Scholar. Hart (2001, p. 93) state that articles from peer-reviewed journals 
complies an essential source of information for students and researches in general. Thus, 
we ensure that all the academic articles we use are peer-reviewed articles, as we think 
peer-viewed articles have higher quality and can contribute to our research. We have 
also used some scientific books from Umea University in order to get better knowledge 
about scientific and practical method in business research and case study. 

The identification of key words or search terms is an important stage as the keywords 
are the basic terms that describe research questions and objectives (Saunders, 2012, p. 
71). The key words we use for literature search are Sustainable Supply Chain 
Management, SMEs, Social Sustainability, CSR (corporate social responsibility), 
drivers and barriers supply chain management practices, Social Sustainability Supply 
Chain Implementation, etc. We also screen reference lists in other peer-reviewed 
articles, and by doing that, we got a better understanding of which authors and articles 
give essential contribution to our topic. 
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 2.7 Source Criticism 

A large number of sources from different academic articles have provided us with an 
extensively perspective on the drivers and barriers for the implementation of Social 
Sustainability in the supply chain. The academic articles used in this research have been 
sourced through many different databases that provide academic articles to universities 
from all around the world. As we already mentioned in the previous section, in order to 
identify suitable articles for the research, we used keywords such as Sustainable Supply 
Chain Management, SMEs, and Corporate Social Responsibility etc. However, not 
many articles that are relevant to our research topic were identified. As researchers, we 
assume that there was a limited research performed on our topic, and this is why there is 
a limited number of published articles. In order to avoid an excessive usage of 
secondary sources, we selected reference originated from scientific books. Another 
important aspect to be mentioned is the nature of the academic articles that were used in 
this research. We selected articles that were generated in different geographical 
locations with different business environments. 
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3. Theoretical Framework 
This chapter will give an overview of literature relevant to our research questions. We 
begin with explanations of sustainable supply chain. Then we dig into social aspect of 
sustainable supply chain management. The chapter ends with a presentation of the 
conceptual model we created for qualitative study based on the previous theories. 
 

3.1 Sustainable Supply Chain Management 
Sustainability and Supply Chain Management are two concepts that have been discussed 
over the last decades. Nowadays, the increasing integration of sustainability into SCM 
becomes an evolving area. Therefore, in order to investigate the integration of 
sustainability into SCM practice and get better understanding of Sustainable Supply 
Chain Management, a brief overview of each of these concepts is a must. After the 
review and summary of SCM, sustainability and CSR, we will provide comprehensive 
literature review of the definition of SSCM and the practices of sustainability in supply 
chain management. 
 

3.1.1 Supply Chain Management 
There are many articles about SCM or SCM with relevant topics in manufacturing, 
distribution, marketing and customer management journals. SCM has become a hot 
topic in recent years and there are various reasons for the popularity of SCM. As stated 
by Mentzer et al (2001, p. 2), the main drivers are the trend in global sourcing, time and 
quality competitions from peers, an emphasis on environmental issues. Globalization of 
supply chain has forced companies to cooperate the flow of materials into and out of 
companies in a more effective manner. Mentzer et al (2001, p. 2) conclude that the 
market uncertainty asks for greater flexibility on the companies involved in the supply 
chain, which also require more flexibility in supply chain relationships. Before taking a 
closer look at SCM, we need to have a better understanding about what is supply chain. 
 
A supply chain is a set of independent firms that pass material forward, or manufacture 
products and place it into the hands of the end users (La Londe & Masters, 1994, p. 38). 
La Londe and Masters (1994, p. 38) further state that the firms involved in supply are 
raw material and component producers, product assemblers, wholesalers, retailer 
merchants and transportation companies, etc. Another definition suggested by 
Christopher (1992) notes that a supply chain is the network of organizations, from 
upstream to downstream linkage, in the different stages and activities that provide 
product or service value to end-users. More precisely, a supply chain includes multiple 
firms, both upstream (i.e., supply) and downstream (i.e., distribution), and the ultimate 
consumer (Christopher, 1992). 
 
Mentzer et al (2001, p. 4) further conclude three degrees of supply chain complexity, 
which are a “direct supply chain”, an “extended supply chain” and an “ultimate supply 
chain”. As it shows in the figure 1, direct supply chain includes a company, a supplier, 
and a customer in upstream and downstream, an extended supply chain adds suppliers’ 
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suppliers and consumers’ consumers in the system (Mentzer et al, 2001, p. 4). While an 
ultimate supply chain is much more complex. All the organizations and individuals are 
involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products and services, etc. The third 
system illustrates the complexity that ultimate supply chains can reach. In this system, 
financial providers may provide financial help and advice, logistics providers are 
providing the logistics activities between two companies, and a market research firms 
provide information about ultimate customers to the company (Mentzer et al, 2001, p. 
4). Mentzer et al (2001, p. 4) further argues that any organization can be a part of 
numerous supply chains; for example, Wal-Mart is part of the supply chain for clothing, 
food, and various products. Moreover, one company can be a customer in one supply 
chain, a supplier in another, a partner in a third (Mentzer et al, 2001, p. 4). Thus, most 
organizations can be regarded as a part of at least one supply chain.  
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Figure 1 Types of Channel Relationships (Mentzer et al, 2001, p. 4) 

A supply chain is a dynamic process and an inter-organizational system that includes 
the continuous flow of information, materials and funds across multiple functional areas 
within and between chain members. Globalization and recent economic trends have 
made supply chains complex and thus the design, organization, interactions, 
competences, capabilities and management of these supply chains have become key 
issues (Gold et al., 2010, p. 237). Therefore, the concept of supply chain management 
arises. Lambert et al (1998, p. 15) state that supply chain includes three closely 
inter-related elements, which are the supply chain network structure, the supply chain 
business processes and the management components. Lambert et al (1998, p. 15) 
concludes by identifying who are the key supply chain members, with whom integrate 
processes, what are the supply chain processes that have linkage with key members and 
what integration should be applied to each of these process link. All of these issues are 
important for a successful SCM. More precisely, supply chain management is a systems 
approach to view the supply chain as a whole, rather as fragmented parts, which means 
supply chain management is the multi firms effort to manage the total flow of products 
or services from the supplier to the ultimate customer (Ellram,1990).  
 
Cooper et al (1997, p. 14) conclude that SCM is a philosophy that believes each firm 
involved in supply chain directly and indirectly influence the performance of all the 
other supply chain members. Supply chain management can also be regarded as the 
implementation of a management philosophy, and a set of management processes 
(Mentzer et al, 2001, p. 7). As stated by Mentzer et al (2001, p. 7), firms must have 
management practices that permit them to behave compliance with the management 
philosophy when adopting a supply chain management philosophy, while a process in 
supply chain management is a specific ordering of work activities from the beginning to 
the end, across time and place, identified inputs and outputs (Mentzer et al, 2001, p. 9). 
Thus, adding these three aspects of supply chain management together, Mentzer et al 
(2001, p. 9) conclude that “supply chain management is the systemic, strategic 
coordination of the traditional business functions and the tactics across these business 
functions within a particular company and across businesses within the supply chain, 
for the purposes of improving the long-term performance of the individual companies 
and the supply chain as a whole.” Ahi and Searcy (2013, p. 330) conclude that research 
on SCM has continued to broaden its focus over time. SCM researches mainly focus on 
material flow at the beginning, while more recent researches pay more attention on 
additional aspects of SCM, such as risk, performance, and integration (Ahi & Searcy, 
2013, p. 330). Growing attention on information flows, internal and external networks 
of relationships and governance of supply network has been paid by scholars (Ahi & 
Searcy, 2013, p. 330). 
 

3.1.2 Sustainability and CSR 
The term sustainability has been mentioned in Stockholm conference in 1972 
(Stockholm conference, 1972) and has been further discussed by Brundtland 
commission as ‘The common future’ (Brundtland Commission, 1987). The United 
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Nations 2005 World Summit Outcome Document identifies three elements such as the 
economic development, social development and environmental protection in 
sustainability, and each of them should be considered to be interdependent and equally 
important (DESA, 2007). Mota et al. (2015, p.14) stated that in the past, sustainability 
was environmentally oriented. However, in current literature, sustainability includes 
three main pillars such as the economic, environmental and social sustainability. 
Business sustainability can be regarded as the ability to maintain the well-being of 
business in economy, environment and society aspects in a long term (Formentini 
&Taticchi, 2016, p. 1921).  

As stated by Paulraj et al. (2015, p. 2), substantial SSCM actions can contribute to CSR 
in a firm and conceptualization of sustainable supply chain management is in line with 
the notion of CSR. Thus we think it is important to highlight CSR in here before we 
take a closer look at the theory of sustainable supply chain management. In contrast to 
the more recent sustainability concept, there is no ‘‘official’’ CSR definition 
(Perez-Batres et al. 2010, p.194). Perez-Batres et al. (2010, p.194) conclude that social 
responsibility of a company represents the managerial activities and practices designed 
for addressing environmental, social, ethical issues (beyond what is only required by 
law). The results and outcome of those activities meet the requirements of main 
stakeholders (Perez-Batres et al. 2010, p.194). Additionally, Paulra et al. stated that 
CSR may mean different things to different people in different places at different times. 
More precisely, they also conclude three CSR behaviors in their study. The first one is 
treating the community well and ensure not do activities that damage natural 
environment; the second is to treat employees well with wages, benefit and so on, and 
also protect their right; the third behavior is treating customer well with good quality 
product, real information, pricing, etc. (Paulraj et al., 2015, p. 2). In their study, Ahi and 
Searcy (2013, p. 330) describe the key features of corporate sustainability and business 
sustainability and CSR. Corporate sustainability mainly focuses on an integrated 
perspective of triple bottom line and also on meeting the demand of key stakeholders in 
a long term manner; sustainability issue in a business sustainability context have 
economic, environmental, social, stakeholder, volunteer, resilience, long-term focus 
(Ahi & Searcy, 2013, p. 330). In terms of CSR, there are five key dimensions such as 
stakeholder, social, economic, voluntariness and environmental (Ahi & Searcy, 2013, p. 
330). Steurer et al. (2005, p.44) stated that business sustainability initiative is conducted 
under various title; however corporate sustainability is the most prominent title. 
Although there are some differences in practices between sustainability and CSR, there 
are used as synonyms in the corporate context (Van Marrewijk, 2003, p.103). An 
increasing number of researchers and practitioners in different field are giving more 
attention on the impacts and implication of business sustainability and are also trying to 
practice and implement sustainability in their field (Ahi & Searcy, 2013, p. 330). As one 
of these research areas, SSCM is introduced in the next subsection.  

 
3.1.3 Evolvement of Sustainable Supply Chain Management 

An increasing number of managers realized that supply chains are flawed today (Zailani, 
p.330). The fact is that many manufacturing companies create too much waste and 
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pollution, and the increasing population of the world decreases the availability of 
resources on the planet (Zailani, p.330). Consequently, these challenges and pressures 
push firms to re-design the management strategy of supply chain (Zailani, p.330). Thus, 
from the company’s perspective, they must make efforts to develop better processes and 
systems in order to solve environmental issue that causing in supply chain operation 
(Zailani, p.330). In order to enhance their strategy to sustain business, remain 
competitive advantage in the marketplace and meet the sustainability development 
requirements from media and NGOs (Zailani, p.330), a growing number of stakeholders, 
including investors, regulators, and the public have expanded their attention far beyond 
traditional supply chain aspect (cost, quality, financial performance) (Klassen & 
Vereecke, 2012, p.103).  
 
The term sustainability was emerging and popularized in 1987 through the WCED 
report called “Our Common Future” (UN, 2008, p. 2; Linton et al, 2007, p. 1076).This 
has led, applying and evolving sustainability into supply chain management, which was 
defined by Seuring and Müller (2008, p. 1700) as “the management of material, 
information and capital flows as well as cooperation among companies along the supply 
chain while taking goals from all three dimensions of sustainable development, i.e., 
economic, environmental and social, into account which are derived from customer and 
stakeholder requirements”. Therefore, we can conclude that traditional supply chain 
management mainly focus on how to manage the material, information and finance in 
the supply chain, while from the perspective of sustainability characteristics, they need 
to address the three elements in the triple bottom line.  
 
Sikdar (2003, p. 1931) takes a macro-viewpoint on sustainable supply chain and defined 
SSCM as a wise balance among environmental stewardship, economic development and 
social equity. Ramudhin et al. (2009) suggested that various elements, such as green 
design, waste management, emission reduction, inventory management, or production 
control, link to SSCM. In Van and Thiell’s research, it is suggested the integration of 
collaboration theory into sustainable supply chain management. More precisely, the 
authors believe that sustainable supply chain management needs organizational changes 
by individual companies, joint efforts by supply chain partners, or system-wide changes 
by a wider range of stakeholders (Vachon and Klassen, 2007).  
 

3.2 Social sustainability in supply chain management 
As we mentioned in the introduction chapter, management of social aspect in 
sustainable supply chain lags far behind from other aspects of SSCM (Ashby et al., 
2014, p. 506). In fact, most developing countries still have social problems such as child 
labor, gender inequality and health problem for the reason of the companies’ 
unawareness regarding social sustainability in the supply chain; whereas these 
companies focus more on cost reduction and profit (Mani et al, 2015, p.1017). Social 
sustainability in the supply chain has been in the limelight by many companies because 
of increased awareness about social issues and standards which are not only related to 
the environment and economy, but also extended to other stakeholders in the society 
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(Agrawal and Sharma, 2015, p.212). Many sophisticated firms located over the world 
are still struggling with how to understand, define and plan for social issues. Inadequate 
testing of components and material by supplier may lead dangerous or harmful products 
to customers, which may result in product recall and damage the image and reputation 
of company (Roth et al., 2008, p.22) Some big international companies, such as Apple 
and Nike have started monitoring and investigating their supply chains, including 
monitoring suppliers’ labor practices, improving product safety, and developing 
interaction with local communities (Klassen & Vereecke, 2012, p.103).  
 
As stated by Wood (1991), to further characterize social issues in the supply chain, one 
needs to answer three questions: Who needs to be targeted? What is being addressed 
and How are they being addressed? Thus, we think social sustainability issue in supply 
chain can be defined as including three stages of stakeholders, a set of social concerns 
that has influence on supply chain, and managerial practices in order to solve these 
concerns and enhance stakeholders’ value. In the following sub-sections, we will give a 
detailed literature review in accordance with these three questions respectively. 
 

3.2.1 Who needs to be targeted? 
When we look at the first question, stakeholder theory explains that people spread 
across three stages should be managed. The first level, internal level, is relevant to 
firm’s own operation, under direct control of management, and it includes workforce 
diversity and safety management. The second level is inter-firm level which captures 
external interactions with strong economic relation to firms, such as buying firms, 
suppliers, consumers and end-users. The third level is called external stakeholders, such 
as communities, regulators and NGOs (Mani et al, 2015, p.237). 
 

3.2.2 What issues need to be addressed? 
Though the term sustainability has been mentioned in Stockholm conference in1972 
(Stockholm conference, 1972) or has been further discussed by Brundtland commission 
as ‘The common future’ (Brundtland Commission, 1987). Social sustainability has not 
been paid much attention during that period. There were several researches on social 
sustainability and we believe they give earlier contribution on social sustainability. 
Sachs (1999) discussed various social elements that include social homogeneity, 
equitable income, access to goods and services and employment for social sustainability. 
Lafferty and Langhelle (1999, P. 207) defined social sustainability as the ethical code of 
conduct for human survival and outgrowth and it needs to be accomplished in a 
mutually inclusive and prudent way. Those scholars gave contribution to distinguish the 
components of social sustainability and its relationship to the overall growth of the 
society. The sustainable indicators are classified in the framework of United Nations 
Division for Sustainable development (UNDSD). The social dimension of sustainable 
development includes elements such as equity, education, health, housing, security and 
population under the main theme (UNDSD, 2001). The Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines (GRI, 2013) is designed for helping organizations to measure their 
performance of sustainability. In these guidelines, there are four categories included in 
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the social pillar, respectively: Labor Practices and Decent Work, Human Rights, Society, 
and Product Responsibility. Vallance et al. (2011, p. 347) grouped social sustainability 
into three categories such as development social sustainability, bridge social 
sustainability and maintenance social sustainability. Development social sustainability 
focuses on basic needs that includes the creation of social capital, justice, equity so on; 
bridge sustainability mainly addresses changes in behavior so as to achieve bio-physical 
environment goals; maintenance sustainability referring to preservation of what can be 
sustained for long (Vallance et al., 2011, p. 347). 
 

3.2.3 How social issues in supply chain are being addressed? 
The third questions, how social issues in supply chain are being addressed, are 
discussed and descried by many authors in various forms. As stated by Maignan and 
Ralston (2002, p.497), Socially Responsible Buying (SRB) is central for enacting social 
sustainability and can be used as an effective tool to bring in supply chain. Mani et al 
(2015, p.237) indicated that SRB happens because it is a skillful policy entrepreneur 
who invests in policies and it is the organizational context in which it operates. Fair 
trade practices in the supply chain can lead to social sustainability. The concept of fair 
trade is when a trading partner establishes an equal basis of exchange between 
developed and developing nations. Additionally, many authors identified other means to 
address social sustainability using purchasing social responsibility (PSR) and logistical 
social responsibility (LSR) (Mani et al, 2015, p.237).The studies conducted by Clarkson 
(1995), Strong (1997), McWilliams (2001), Ehrgott et al. (2011) explored customer 
requirements, stakeholder requirements, employee requirements, and skillful policy 
entrepreneurs; where the economic status of corporate made influences on social 
sustainability adoption (cited in Mani et al, 2015, p.237). Additionally, many authors 
identified other means to address social sustainability using purchasing social 
responsibility (PSR) and logistical social responsibility (LSR) (Mani et al, 2015, p.237). 
 

3.3 Stakeholders Pressure 
The use of the term “stakeholder” has become widespread recently in the literature of 
management and corporate governance. We believe stakeholder theory is significant 
theory for our thesis, because the purpose of stakeholder theory is to explain and give 
direction to the structure and operations of a firm (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 70). 
Corporations have stakeholders, that is, groups and individuals whose rights are 
violated or respected by, who benefit from or are harmed by corporate action 
(Clarkson,1998, p. 106). There are two senses of stakeholder. The narrow one includes 
groups that are vital to the survival and success of the corporation, while the wide 
definition includes any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the 
corporation (Clarkson,1998, p. 106). The concept of stakeholders is derived from the 
notion of shareholders. Kakabadse et al (2005, p. 289) discussed the difference between 
the two theories and argued that stakeholder theory takes into account all actors, while 
shareholder theory is based on those who have a solely financial stake in an 
organization. Figure 3 shows boarder range of stakeholders that are essential for 
successful business operations.  
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Figure 2 “Communications and Stakeholder Involvement in the Cement 
Industry.”  (Hund, 2002, P. 15) 
 
Meixell and Luoma (2015, p. 70) stated that stakeholders play an important role in 
facilitating, or sometimes hindering the effective management of supply chain firms. 
Various types of stakeholders create different pressure and influence on the adoption of 
SSCM (Meixell & Luoma, 2015, p. 70). The primary conclusion from Meixell and 
Luoma’ research is that stakeholder pressure may influence SSCM at three stages, 
respectively in the creation of awareness in the firm, in the adoption of sustainability 
goals, and in the implementation of a sustainable supply practice (Meixell and Luoma, 
2015, p. 70). However, a firm is likely to leap from awareness to adoption, or it might 
take time to implement a sustainability practice (Meixell and Luoma, 2015, p. 83). 
Meixell and Luoma (2015) emphasis that the stakeholders pressure that results in the 
firm’s implementation of SSCM may be different from the one that created awareness. 
Another conclusion from this research is that stakeholders influence SC decision areas 
differently. More precisely, some stakeholders are more important in a certain supply 
chain decision than some other stakeholders. Shareholders have more influential role on 
logistic decisions while media is likely to give strong pressure on purchasing decisions. 
Wolf (2014, p. 318) conclude that, at the corporate, stakeholders can be seen the most 
important motivation of corporates` sustainability strategies, while the degree of 
stakeholder pressure on sustainability strategies rely on how stakeholder relate to this 
certain strategy and the power of this particular stakeholder group. 
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The role and impact of external stakeholders seems more completed than internal 
stakeholders (Wolf, 2014, p. 318). Ageron et al. (2012) found that external factors have 
a positive impact on development and ultimate implementation of sustainable supply 
management practices, and is likely to have more influential impact than internal factors, 
which is also supported by Meixell and Luoma (2015, p. 83). For example, the pressure 
from customers, government and competitors is likely to lead to the development and 
innovation solutions to environmental and social problems. External stakeholders such 
as government, final customers, etc. were found to be influential in environmental 
sustainability, while two different external factors play more important roles in 
management social sustainable supply chain that emphasis in Meixell and Luoma’s 
research. The first one represents the employees, noted in the social sustainability SCM 
literature to be a particularly influential group in their supply chains, since the 
employees of the supplier firm ask for safe working conditions and fair wages. NGO 
pressure is also regarded as a significant factor in social sustainable supply chain for the 
reason that they identify and report unsustainable labor practices in factories in concert 
with the media (Meixell and Luoma, 2015, p. 83).  

 
3.4 Conceptual Model for Qualitative study 

 
3.4.1 Drivers 

Kurnia et al. (2014, p.1) explore in a preliminary study “what motivates organizations 
adopting SSCM practices”. An important aspect to mention is that their study applies 
generally to SSCM, thus they do not address the social dimension SSCM in particular, 
as we do. However, the theoretical model they propose is recommended for the 
environmental and social dimension of sustainability in supply chain alike, and 
therefore it should be relevant to consider also when exploring social sustainability on a 
standalone basis.  
 

  Table 1 “SSCM adoption motivation framework” (Kurnia et al., 2014) 
 
As we can see in the Table 2, Kurnia et al. (2014, p.5) suggest a model for adoption 
motivations of SSCM managerial practices which differentiates between 1) economic 
and socio-political types of motivation, and 2) internal and external locus of motivation, 
where the four possible combinations of type and locus result in four possible scenarios. 
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The first scenario which is the Economic-Internal (Scenario 1) assume that the type of 
motivation is generally economic, as the organization’s goal is to achieve short term 
financial benefits through cost savings. In the second scenario named Economic- 
External (Scenario 2), the motivation to implement SSCM practices arises from external 
stakeholders, which if not taken into account could negatively impact on the 
organization’s benefits (e.g. decreased sales/revenues). Moving to the third scenario 
which is the Socio-Political-Internal (Scenario 3), it states that the motivation for 
implementing SSCM practices arises from the internal stakeholders in order to enhance 
the reputation of the organization. The last scenario named the Socio-Political-External 
(Scenario 4) argues that the motivation comes from the external stakeholders (e.g. 
investors, customers, government) to counterbalance the negative publicity or image of 
the company. 
      
The research conducted by Sajjad et al (2015) investigated the drivers for SSCM 
practices as a whole. We believe the result they found in their research can be used in 
our research. They assume that economic optimization is a factor that drives companies 
to implement SSCM. Investments in SSCM initiatives improve a company’s 
performance and competitive advantages (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643). They also believe 
that SSCM issues increase a threat of public campaigns or protest, which is likely to 
pose a substantial reputational risk to well-known brands (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643). 
The support of senior management is a critical factor in the successful introduction and 
implementation of social or environmental programs in the SCM activities of a 
company (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643). In terms of external drivers, customers are one of 
the most influential stakeholder groups for any company, and they can positively or 
negatively affect organizational performance by simply buying or boycotting a 
particular product or company (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643). As stated by Sajjad et al 
(2015, p. 643), community and customers’ expectations were highlighted as prime 
external triggers for SSCM implementation. Thus, the power of customers cannot be 
ignored. In addition, public sentiments and pressure of NGOs are also significant forces 
that may influence companies to adopt SSCM practices (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643). 
Sajjad et al (2015, p.643) claimed that environmental regulations play a significant role 
in the implementation of environmental practices. We believe that the regulations for 
social sustainability play the same role as regulation and legislation act as a strong 
driver for the adoption of SSCM practices.  

The drivers we conclude from Kuria et al’ (2014) s research are supported by Sajjad et 
al (2015). Additionally, as stated by Marshall (2015b, p. 438), sustainability culture will 
lead to the adoption of social sustainability supply chain practices. Sustainability culture 
is defined as a company’s recognition of the impact of the company’s activities on 
society and communities and the need to minimize it, which translates into a philosophy 
and values that drive the decision-making process of the firm (Marshall, 2015b, p. 438). 
Sustainability culture provides an atmosphere where everyday conversation has 
sustainability content in the organization rather than only an economic view (Marshall, 
2015b, p. 438).  
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We propose to include elements from the theoretical conceptualizations and empirical 
findings of both Kurnia et al. (2014) and Sajjad et al (2015) in our own model. We 
assume management practices that are adopted or developed for the purpose of 
improving social sustainability, first and foremost are strongest influenced by internal 
socio-political. Moreover, the internal stakeholders may be influenced by external 
stakeholders such as customers or government, or the sustainability efforts of industry 
partners and competitors. Thus the possible drivers for social sustainable managerial 
practices in supply chain are economic interest, internal stakeholders (manager, 
employees), enhance reputation, CSR, external stakeholders, regulation, government, 
society (NGOs), industry influence, organizational culture. 
 

3.4.2 Barriers 
We find there are only a few theoretical and empirical researches on SSCM barriers 
compared with the drivers for SSCM implementation. It is logical to consider what 
factors may hinder companies to embrace SSCM practice after we dig into the internal 
and external motivations for SSCM practices. Sajjad et al., (2015, p. 644) investigate 
the barriers for adopting economic sustainability, environmental sustainability and 
social sustainability in supply chain as a whole. As suggested by Sajjad et al., (2015, p. 
644), financial constraints, lack of knowledge and awareness, and inadequate support of 
top management can be seen as the main barriers to hinder the adoption of SSCM. It 
may increase the cost of operation given the fact that the implementation of SSCM 
strategy needs financial support to develop the supply chain process or system (Sajjad et 
al., 2015, p. 644). Thus the high costs from SSCM practices may sway their decisions 
on sustainability approach in supply chain. As the most important role of adopting 
sustainable supply chain, the top management may lack the interest in engaging 
sustainability in their company for various reasons. As stated by Sajjad et al (2015, p. 
644), lack of awareness and understanding, as well as negative perceptions are strong 
internal barriers to SSCM implementation.  

In contrast to internal barriers, external barriers include poor supplier’s commitment, 
inadequate consumer demand for sustainable products or services and lack of 
government support (Sajjad et al., 2015, p. 644), which has more essential influence 
from external environment instead of the companies and managers themselves. Poor 
supplier commitment can also be regarded as the low level of trust between customers 
and suppliers, and could represent a huge obstacle for adopting sustainable supply chain 
management. The lack of information and trust make them fear to have a change and 
decide not to participate in the sustainability strategy (Walker et al., 2008, p. 80). 
Although researchers investigate barriers for adopting sustainable supply chain 
management as a whole instead of examine social sustainability particularly, we 
propose to use those barriers in our conceptual model given the fact that those are also 
the possible barriers for implementing social sustainability in supply chain. 

Mani et al., (2015 c) identify various enablers and inter-relationships among them when 
adopting social sustainability in the supply chain. It is logical to consider about enablers 
and barriers at the same time. Therefore, we believe their research can give us 
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implication on this topic. Awareness of social issues can accelerate social sustainability. 
On the other hand, a lack of awareness may hinder the adoption of sustainable 
development (Mani et al., 2015 c). As stated by Mani et al., (2015 c) financial liquidity 
is important for a company to achieve long-term sustainability. The financial 
constraints may hinder the implementation of social responsive behaviors. Beside, 
resistance acts as a barrier to the adoption of social sustainability in supply chain, while 
adoption without resistance may speed up social responsiveness.   

3.4.3 Implementation 
Social sustainability practices can be seen as how firms manage people in the supply 
chain by addressing social issues, such as safety health, hygiene, wages, labor rights, 
education and housing etc., in order to achieve sustainability of the firm (Mani et al, 
2015 a, p.237). As concluded by Marshall et al. (2015a, p.437), the majority of literature 
shows that social sustainability supply chain practices mainly focus on the health and 
safety of workers in the supply chain, codes of conduct to ensure human rights and 
worker conditions and social accountability systems as well. The basic practices involve 
both monitoring the sustainability compliance of suppliers in the supply chain and using 
management systems to give a comprehensive structure to minimize impact and to 
prevent reputational damage (Marshall et al. 2015 a, p. 437). Focal firms monitor their 
suppliers to see whether they are in compliance with corporate social sustainability 
directives and whether they are involved in unsustainable practices (Marshall et al. 
2015a, p. 437). For instance, monitoring the suppliers’ compliance on regulations 
related to forced labor or working practices. Such practices were implemented in order 
to minimize risk and increase reputation of the focal company (Marshall et al. 2015b, p. 
676). Another aspect of basic practice is social sustainable management system 
implementation which means introducing management systems with suppliers that 
provide policies and procedures for fair wages, work hours, and effective job design, 
etc.(Marshall et al. 2015b, p. 677). Marshall et al. (2015a, p. 437) conclude that health 
and safety management systems such as OHSAS 18001 are regarded as a way for 
company’s performance improvement. In sustainable supply chains, suppliers that gain 
certification, such as social accountability system SA8000 and OHSAS 18001 
certification, are encouraged and rewarded by customers (Marshall et al. 2015a, p. 437).  
 
However, advanced social sustainability supply chain practices which are also called 
social market practices mainly focus on stakeholders and large beneficial community in 
the supply chain by developing new products and processes, (Klassen and Vereecke, 
2012, p. 104) or through redefining supply chain (Pagell and Wu, 2009, p. 39). Marshall 
et al. (2015a, p. 437) conclude that advanced practices include developing new products 
and processes mainly focusing on fair-trade arrangement to increase the health and 
safety of workers, and providing social programs such as health care and education to 
protect communality benefits. Additionally, social redefinition means redefining the 
idea of the supply chain by involving NGOs and community groups when making 
sustainability decisions (Marshall et al. 2015b, p. 677). Moreover, a few studies have 
looked at the impact of sustainability culture on social sustainability practice. According 
to Pagell and Wu (2009, p. 39), sustainability culture is regarded as a company’s 
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perception about the influence of the company’s activities on society and communities, 
which renders into values that lead firm to make decisions. 
 

3.4.4 Conceptual Model 
After detailed review of relevant literature, we think there is a need to come up with a 
conceptual model that includes all the important theories, information and element we 
found. Additionally, we propose to include elements or factors we highlight above in 
the drivers, barriers and implementation sections. However, the conceptual model will 
not be our final contribution to research; instead it will serve as a complement to our 
qualitative research and help us enrich the analysis to provide practical and theoretical 
contribution. 
 
As can be seen in the conceptual model, we include multiple factors in drivers, barriers 
and implementation section. Those are the possible factors for companies involved in 
the implementation process of social sustainability in supply chain based on literature 
review. This conceptual model can be also seen as the summary of section 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 
3.4.3. Since there are limited researches about SMEs in this social sustainable supply 
chain field, we assume those factors reliable for SMEs, and some of them crucial factors 
for SMEs when implementing social sustainability. In addition, we do not aim to 
examine how important are each of these factors. There is no doubt some factors are 
much important than others due to the nature of companies (size, types, etc.) We will 
discuss each factor included in the conceptual model, as well as factors that are not 
included but mentioned by our respondents in the analysis part. By putting more real 
life content of SMEs into the conceptual model, we will have a closer look at those 
factors and determine the most important ones. Thus, there is a need for revised 
conceptual model in later chapter, where we reorganize factors and present them in a 
more logic and coherent manner. 
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Figure 3 Conceptual model 
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4. Practical Method 
This chapter contains an explanation of how data was collected, such as qualitative 
sampling technique and access, the information about conducting the interviews. Then 
we introduce the data analysis method we used for our qualitative study. The chapter 
ends with a discussion on the ethical issues. 

 
4.1 Qualitative Sampling Technique and Access 

As suggested by Saunders et al. (2012, p. 281), in business research, it is not always 
appropriate or desirable to use probability sampling. Therefore, we think 
non-probability can be applied in our research. In terms of the suitable sample size, 
there are no general rules for how many interviews we need to conduct (Saunder et al, 
2012, p. 283). However, it is a question of judgment when the data saturation is reached. 
As stated by Saunder et al (2012, p.283), when the additional data collected provides 
few, if any, new information or new themes, it could mean data saturation is reached.  
 
The process to consider who are more suitable for our interviews can be seen as 
purposive sampling, which needs to use researchers’ judgment to select best person that 
will enable researchers to meet the objectives (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 287). The 
purposive sampling is often used when working with very small samples such as in case 
of study research (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 287). Therefore, we have decided that one of 
us will travel to Romania and attend to the Business Meeting for Opportunities and 
Development, dedicated to corporations and SMEs (small and medium enterprises). 
This event takes place once a year in Constanta, Romania, and it is addressed for 
companies already operating in the country, but also for international brands that are 
looking to expand their businesses.  

 
After attending the meeting and presenting our research topic to some firms, the 
decision was to include in our study four different SMEs. The criteria selection was 
very important for us, as we selected only SMEs that have a presence in the industry of 
more than 15 years. Another criterion was to select only SMEs that have already 
implemented Social sustainability in their operations. Also important to mention is that 
each company selected has a different industrial activity, such as ice-cream production, 
medical products and equipment supply, water-purification systems or 
telecommunication. Therefore, our study does not focus mainly on a specific industry.   

 
In order to answer our research questions, we decided to include in our study not only 
individuals with executive positions, but also employees with some other organizational 
positions. Our first three interviewees work in an ice-cream company based in 
Constanta, Romania, and their job positions are as follows: CEO, supply chain manager, 
and a legal adviser. The fourth respondent that we included in our research works as a 
sales representative in a distribution company of dental products and equipment, also 
based in Constanta, Romania. Moving to our fifth respondent, he has a CEO position in 
a water purification company in Namibia, while the sixth respondent works as a director 
of business planning and strategy for a telecommunication company established in 
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Sudan, Africa. Another important criterion for the interviewees’ selection was the 
longevity of the employment contract. In other words, we selected only individuals with 
a minimum work experience of three years for that specific SME.  
 
By conducting four interviews on SMEs operating in Romania, and two interviews on 
SMEs with operations in Sudan and Namibia, our purpose is not to compare the 
differences of social sustainability practices between Europe and Africa. A proper 
comparison between SMEs that operate in Europe and Africa would require a large 
amount of samples and interviews. Instead, our goal is to collect and analyse some 
possible diverse data, as there are obvious differences between these countries when it 
comes to economic, social and environmental factors. Therefore, the reason for 
conducting two interviews on two different companies with operations in Namibia and 
Sudan is that we intend to collect some extra data which could possibly help in 
answering the research questions. According to Bryman and Bell (2015, p. 473), 
sometimes it can be very difficult to gain access to managerial interviews due to time 
restrictions. Fortunately, all of our respondents managed to find some extra time in their 
busy schedules, and to establish the interview dates. We provided our participant with 
the interview guide of the study and kindly asked them to email us if they had any 
concerns or questions regarding the research.  
 

4.2 Qualitative Data Collection 
Saunders et al. (2012, p. 304) proposes two methods of data collection, respectively 
primary and secondary data. Primary data refers to data that is new and collected for a 
specific purpose while secondary data is that which has been collected for other purpose 
than the one at hand and used as the basis of analysis. There are many types of 
secondary data, including both raw data and compiled data, such as payroll details, 
copies of letters and annual reports, etc. (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 304). Furthermore, 
both qualitative and quantitative data can be sources of secondary data (Saunders et al., 
2012, p. 304). As stated by Saunders et al. (2012, p. 317), the most obvious main 
advantage of secondary data is that it is much cheaper to collect and time-saving as 
compared to primary data. However, there are some disadvantages with the use of 
secondary data. A common problem is that secondary data does not fit the research 
questions as the data has been collected for another purpose than our specific research 
objectives (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 319- 320). We believe the primary data collection 
method is the appropriate way for our research. In addition to the advantage and 
disadvantage of secondary data we mentioned, the decision was based on the nature of 
our problem background, research questions and the availability of data. As our goal is 
to examine the drivers and barriers for Social Sustainable Managerial Practices in 
Supply Chain and how these practices are implemented, primary data will be more 
suitable due to the limited research in this area. 
 
We decided to conduct interviews because the use of interviews can help us to get valid 
and reliable data that is relevant to our research questions and objectives (Saunders et al., 
2012, p. 372). As stated by Saunders et al. (2012, p. 372), the research interview can be 
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seen as a purposeful conversation between two or more people, requiring interviewers 
to ask concise or unambiguous questions to interviewee who can pay attention on 
questions and willing to respond. There are several types of interview. Structured 
interviews are highly formalized, using standardized questions for each participant, 
while unstructured interviews are informal and unstructured conversations (Saunders et 
al., 2012, p. 374). More precisely, structured interview can be regarded as interviewer- 
administered questionnaires because they use a set of predetermined and identical 
questions, and there is no social interaction between interviewers and respondents 
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 374). In contract to structured interviews, unstructured 
interviews give respondent opportunities to talk freely about events, behavior, and 
beliefs relevant to the topic (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 374).  
 
For our study, we applied semi-structured interview based on the nature of our topic and 
objectives. In this type of interviews, the researchers will have a list of questions for 
specific themes to be asked, also known as interview guide, while respondent has a 
significant deal of freeway in how to reply (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 374). As we had 
two specific research questions in mind with various themes, we consider 
semi-structured interviews the best option because it allows the researcher to focus on 
the certain topic in mind rather than a more general understanding (Saunders et al., 2012, 
p. 375). We do believe semi-structured interviews is the most suitable way compared to 
structured and unstructured interviews as the important characteristic of the 
semi-structured interview is the possibility of the researcher to ask questions that are not 
included in the guide as soon as he/she catches up on things related by the interviewee 
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 374). 
 
The lists of questions for specific themes, also known as interview guide is often used 
when conducting semi-structured interviews (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 374). We 
constructed our interview guide based on our research questions and the theoretical 
background of our thesis. We stated with a more general question such as “how long 
have you been working in the company?”, and then we included the themes we want to 
cover and wrote down all the questions we can come up with. At the beginning of 
interviews, we will give a brief introduction to our research topic. After that we will 
start asking several general questions and specific questions for four themes, such as 
social sustainability in supply chain management, stakeholder, drivers and barriers, and 
implementation. In each theme, we include several narrowed down question in 
accordance with the theoretical background. We also include very detailed 
sub-questions or issues to discuss when the interviewees do not or forget to mention 
them. We made sure to write open-ended questions and not point respondents to a 
specific direction (Saunders et al., 2012, 393). Our interview guide can be found in the 
appendix. 

 

4.3 Conducting The Interviews 
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The table above illustrates an overview of our respondents and it contains their job 
position, but also the date, duration and the place where the interviews were conducted. 
Like we already mentioned, we decided to include in our study not only individuals 
with executive positions, but also some other employees involved in the social 
sustainability process of the supply chain. Through their involvement in this 
organizational process, we consider our respondents suitable for answering the research 
questions. 
 
 
 who time duration place 
1 Legal Adviser 

(ice-cream firm) 
28/04/2016 45 min Headquarter 

of company, 
Romania, 
Constanta city 

2 CEO  
(ice-cream firm) 

01/05/2016 
 
 
 

49min 
 
 
 

Headquarter 
of company, 
Romania, 
Constanta city 

3 Supply chain manager  
(ice-cream firm) 

29/04/2016 47min Headquarter 
of company, 
Romania, 
Constanta city 

4 Sales representative 
(medical products and 
equipment firm) 

05/05/2016. 
 

47min Ibis Hotel, 
Constanta, 
Romania 
 

5 CEO 
(water purification firm) 

07/05/2016 50min Ibis Hotel, 
Constanta, 
Romania 
 

6 Director of business 
planning and strategy 
(telecommunications) 

04/05/2016 30 min Ibis Hotel, 
Constanta, 
Romania 
 

Table 2 Table of Interview 
 
According to Saunders et al (2012, p.389), it is very important for an interviewer to gain 
the respondents’ trust, wherefore the beginning of the interview should be designated to 
introduce the topic and the research, as well as establishing the rights of the respondent. 
Therefore, we started the interviews with a more general discussion about the research 
topic and we carefully asked each participant the permission to record the interviews. 
Because interviewing can represent a very time-consuming process (Saunders et al., 
2012, p.398), we decided that only one of us will travel to Romania and collect the data.  
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We have included in our study four companies with operations in Romania, Sudan, and 
Namibia. The first company operates in the Romanian ice-cream industry, while the 
second one deals with the distribution of dental products and equipment. The third 
company we have approached deals with water purification systems in Namibia, while 
the fourth one operates in the telecommunication industry in Sudan. The reason for 
choosing these companies is the fact that all of them have already implemented CSR 
practices and some other social sustainability measures. They have a tradition when it 
comes to social sustainability practices. 
 
According to Bryman and Bell (2015, p.467), the researcher is allowed to use follow-up 
questions, depending on the answers of the interviewee. What is also important when 
conducting a qualitative interview is the length which can vary to a great extent 
(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.482). In our case, the interview time varied from 30 minutes 
up to 1 hour, as illustrated in Table 3.1. D 
 
As described by Saunders et al. (2012, p.386), it is desirable to conduct interviews at a 
location where it is convenient for the interviewees, a place where they feel comfortable 
and where the interview process is not likely to be disturbed. Therefore, three of our 
interviews were conducted at the ice-cream company’s headquarter, while the other 
three took place in the conference room of the Ibis Hotel from Constanta, Romania. 
According to Bryman & Bell (2015, p.488), the process of translating questions and 
answers into another language might provide difficulties for the further analysis of the 
material. We held all of our interviews in English due to the fact that all of our 
respondents were more than comfortable to speak this language. Therefore, no 
translation was needed for the transcribing process.   
 
In the beginning of the interviews, we have informed our respondents that we do not 
intend to seek any confidential information and that they can keep their identity 
anonymous. As stated by Saunders et al. (2012, p. 389), interviewees are more relaxed 
when their identity is not revealed. In our case, some of the respondents wanted to 
remain anonymous. Therefore, we refer to the interviewees as interviewee, followed by 
a given number for that interviewee.  
 

4.4 Transcribing 
According to Bryman & Bell (2015, p.482), it is preferable to record and then to 
transcribe the interviews, as the interviewers do not lose focus on what is being said due 
to the distraction of taking notes. Transcribing can be defined as the process where 
someone writes down everything that was said during an interview (Saunders et al., 
2012, p.550). Like we already mentioned, in the beginning of the meetings each 
participant was asked for the permission to record the interview. Therefore, we had the 
opportunity to carefully listen and ask questions during the interviews without taking 
notes, and transcribe the interviews afterwards. According to Saunders et al.(2012, 
p.550), transcribing represents a very time consuming process. However, we consider 
the transcribing process more than necessary for our study, as we did not want to lose 
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any precious information provided by the interviewee. The transcriptions represent the 
written words of the interviews that we have recorded with a special recording device. 
We believe it was a good decision to record the interviews, as the transcriptions helped 
us to analyze the collected data more easy.   
 

4.5 Qualitative Analysis 
One of the main difficulties with qualitative research is that it may generate a large 
amount of data and there is no well-established or standardized way for analyzing of 
qualitative data (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p 579). As suggested by Bryman and Bell, one 
of the most common approaches for qualitative analysis is called thematic analysis. 
Additionally, as stated by Saunders et al (2012, p.556), the choice of a qualitative data 
analysis is connected with whether one use a deductive or inductive method. As we 
mentioned in the scientific methodology chapter, we used a deductive research 
approach in our study where we gave a thoroughly literature review and a clear 
theoretical framework before the stage of collection of data. Moreover, as suggested by 
(Blaike, 2009, p. 211), the first thing we should do when analyzing a large amount of 
data is to put the data into various categories. Therefore, we believe thematic analysis is 
an appropriate method for our study. 

Thematic analysis means that qualitative data is organized and interpreted in a 
systematic manner (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.388). As the thematic analysis aim to get 
better understanding of issues, it breaks up text and then conceptualized it into different 
themes and thematic networks, as a tool which aims to facilitate the structuring and 
depiction of these themes (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.387). There are three levels in 
thematic network, which are lowest order premises evident derived from text (Basic 
Themes), more abstract principles grouped by basic themes (Organizing Themes) and 
general themes contain the principles in the text (Global Themes) (Attride-Stirling, 
2001, p.388). Therefore, the web like map that includes those three levels is presented 
to explain different themes and illustrates the relations between them. We believe that 
using thematic network can help the data analysis process for qualitative research. In 
line with the theoretical framework part and the purpose of our study, we include three 
global theme in thematic network analysis, which are theme drivers, theme barriers and 
implementation. Then we will break down each global theme into several parts which 
contains the most significant factors of global theme based on what our respondents said 
on each theme. The analysis of organizing themes can be found in later chapters as well 
as the basic themes. 

Attride-Stirling (2001, p.388) also suggested six steps to do thematic analysis in his 
research paper. The first step is to reduce the data by dissecting the text into text 
segments using a coding framework. This step seems rather rudimentary, while it is 
important and with great rigor and attention to details (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.388). 
After coding work has been done, the next step is to abstract themes for each segment. 
This step needs researchers to reread the text segment to select theme, then go through 
and refine the selected themes (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.388). We have already 
performed the first two steps when we were designing the interview guide. In order to 
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make interviews more oriented towards research questions, we selected three global 
theme beforehand. The third step is to construct the network to include those three 
levels of themes, which includes arranging themes, selecting basic themes, rearranging 
into organizing themes, deducing global themes, illustrating as thematic network and 
verifying and refining network (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.388). Once the networks have 
been constructed, Attride-Stirling suggest researchers return to original text and 
describe and explore the content of text segment with the aid of thematic network (2001, 
p.388). Step five follows with step four, once the thematic text described and explored 
fully; researchers are able to present main summary of main principal themes. Then the 
final step is to take the key findings in the summaries of each thematic network, and 
pool them together into a cohesive story in the light of the original questions and the 
theoretical framework (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.388). The thematic networks of our 
study can be found in the appendix. 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Thematic Network Analysis (Attride-Stirling, 2001, p.387) 

 

4.6 Ethical Considerations 
Ethical concerns arise when researchers design and plan the research, seek access to 
organizations or individuals, analyze and report data (Saunder et al., 2012, p. 226). 
Ethics means the standards of behaviors to guide researcher to conduct research in 
relation to the rights of those who become the subject of research or who are influenced 
by the research (Saunder et al., 2012, p. 226). Thus, in order to improve the quality of 
the study and avoid the unethical problem, it is highly significance to raise ethical 
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consideration (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 129). Acting ethically means researchers need 
to think about ethical perspective in each aspect and stage of research (Saunders et al., 
2012, p. 236). Additionally, it also requires ethical integrity from researchers, the 
organizations or individuals involved, or research sponsors. Bryman and Bell (2015, p. 
135) described four types of ethical principles; no harm should come to research 
participants, they should agree to participate and know what the research is about, their 
privacy should not be invaded, they should not be lied to or cheated. We took ethical 
issues into account to reduce unethical behaviors and attempt to perform in an ethical 
manner in each step throughout the process of writing thesis. 
 

In our study, firstly, when trying to get access to our interviewees, we sent those emails 
that include information of us and our research topic, as we believe it is important to 
show our respect to participants and people affected by our research and establish a 
mutual trust and mutual respect relationship. Then we gave them a copy of our 
interview guide to let them get a picture of what they will be asked during the interview. 
We wrote down the information we were going to say in order to ensure each 
participant of our interviews can hear the exact same information. We did these before 
interviews and during interviews in order to avoid a huge ethical issue called lack of 
informed consent. Research participants should be given as much information as might 
be needed to make a decision about whether or not they wish to participate in this study 
(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 135). Lack of informed consent means not informing the 
respondents or interviewees of everything they need to know.  

As stated by Bryman and Bell (2015, p. 135), harm to participants includes physical 
harm, harm to a participant's self- esteem, and harm to future employment opportunities 
etc. In our study, at the beginning of the interview, we asked the permission to record 
the interview. They also have the option to maintain anonymous throughout our study to 
protect their privacy. We have aimed to not cause any harm to those who participated in 
the interviews. During the interview, we were trying to make a comfortable and relaxed 
environment and atmosphere for interviewees. As we mentioned above, we provide 
hard copies of the interview guide to participants in order to make them not feel stressed 
during interviews and show our professional attitude. 
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5 Empirical Study 
This chapter presents empirical findings we received from our quantitative study, which 
follows the structure of the interview guide.  
 

5.1 Chosen firms’ situation in supply chain 
Three out of six interview respondents work for the same SMEs that operates in the 
Romanian ice-cream industry. The firm possess its own production laboratory, a large 
storage capacity, and also its own working capital, including both the production and 
distribution process. As the company has its own commercial venue, it has the ability to 
produce, distribute and sell. To develop the required products and services, the company 
has to supply itself with different materials, installations and machines. Therefore, the 
firm divided its suppliers in four different categories, respectively: (1) raw materials and 
auxiliary suppliers, (2) equipment suppliers, (3) suppliers of packaging and labels, (4) 
service providers. To improve its performance and create a sustainable supply chain, the 
company implemented some strict criteria of selection and evaluation of its suppliers. 
These criteria include the capability of the supplier to provide products according to the 
beneficiary’s requirements, the quality and safety of the products provided, payment 
terms, quality management system and also the compliance with delivery conditions. 
Each of this elements are ranked with a mark between 5 and 10, and based on the final 
mark the firm is choosing its suppliers. 
 
Another interview respondent is also working for a SMEs that operates in Romania, but 
in the medical products and equipment industry. The company is one of the most 
important distributors of materials and dental equipment within the country, with over 
100 brands and 10000 products in stock. This SME follows the philosophy of 
introducing quality products on the Romanian market, updating constantly the 
company’s portfolio with world-renowned brands. The companies’ storage and social 
headquarters are located in Bucharest, as well as the team which is responsible for 
orders, accounting and management. A key activity in the firms supply chain is the 
collaboration with its direct suppliers, as the company is purchasing directly from the 
producers. Responsible for the import process are the firms’ product managers and also 
the supply chain manager. Each year, the company together with its direct suppliers are 
organizing several specialized courses and seminars for different already existent 
products or new products. The firm decided to start this collaboration because only in 
this way customers can be up to date with the permanently developing industry. 
 
Our fifth interviewee is working in a leading telecommunication company based in Al 
Qadarif, Sudan. The firm aims to achieve higher margins with fewer inventory turns 
while improving and sustaining its average delivery performance. The company 
operates in a very competitive environment where customers demand for cheaper 
services with better quality. Therefore, the firm is constantly improving its supply chain 
management in order to gain competitive advantage. The organization manages its 
planning, procurement and delivery functions locally, while the operational and 
strategic procurement functions run regionally and globally to minimize costs and 
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maximize delivery performance. An important aspect is the strong collaboration with 
key customers and suppliers, and also the end-to-end transparency. The firm has various 
supply chain sustainability drivers, such as maximum delivery performance, maximum 
volume flexibility and responsiveness, minimized costs, complexity management, 
minimized risks, tax optimization/efficiency and sustainability. Information sharing is 
an essential dimension in the firms` supply chain management, as the organization share 
critical information with the supply chain members. Moreover, the company measures 
its supply chain performance through cost containment indicator such as warehousing 
cost, inbound cost and outbound activities, but also through the reliability indicator 
which includes inventory turns, safety stocks and order fulfilment. 
 
Our sixth interview respondent is the CEO of a family owned company specialized in 
water purification systems in South Africa. The firm is operating small to medium sized 
projects for individual clients, smaller municipalities and up to 3000 homes. The 
company is the reseller of several international brands and it poses its own laboratory on 
site where specialists perform water micro-biological testing. In response to changing 
business environments and evolving product life cycles, the firm pays a great focus on 
its supply chain. Different interactions among participants are required during each 
phase of the product life cycle, from inception through recycling. The supply chains for 
products in new markets must be flexible to respond to wide fluctuations in demand. 
Products in mature markets require supply chains that can reliably deliver products at 
low cost. Thus, the firms supply chain management must be responsive to these 
changing conditions to ensure that the supply chain evolves accordingly. The 
management team strive to adapt to these various situations and push the company 
forward. 
 

 
5.2 Social Sustainability in supply chain Management 

When discussing the difference between CSR and social sustainability, most of the 
respondents brought up the similar answers. They think the difference between 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Social Sustainability is quite visible. One 
respondent said “corporate Social Responsibility represents the organization's sense of 
responsibility towards the community and environment in which it operates, both 
ecological and social. For example, companies express their commitment to CSR 
through their waste and pollution reduction processes and also by contributing 
educational and social programs. Some companies engaged to CSR are also focused to 
earn adequate returns on the specific employed resources” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). 
While social sustainability “represents the ability of a community to develop processes 
and structures which not only meet the needs of its current members but also support 
the ability of future generations to maintain a healthy community” (1, Romania, Ice 
Cream). Another respondent said “there are many ways to do CSR, such as pollution 
and waste reduction. When it comes to the society, companies could and should get 
involved in educational and entertaining activities for the community. We also have to 
make sure that we get adequate returns on the overall employed resources” (2, 
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Romania, Ice Cream). While he/she think “social sustainability considers how 
individuals, communities and societies live with each other, and societal provisions and 
expectations for individual autonomy and realization of personal potential, 
participation in governance and rule making, citizenship and service to others, justice, 
the propagation of knowledge and also resource distributions that affect the ability of 
that society to flourish over time” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent thinks 
“CSR is becoming more mainstream as forward-thinking companies embed 
sustainability into the core of their business operations to create shared value for 
business and society” (4, Romania). This respondent pointed out that “undertaking 
socially responsible initiatives is truly a win-win situation. Not only will your company 
appeal to socially conscious consumers and employees, but you'll also make a real 
difference in the world. When you are doing CSR, transparency and honesty about what 
you are doing are paramount to earning the public’s trust” (4, Romania). They all 
agree that each corporation has to take care the responsibility towards the environment 
and also the community in which it operates. They think it is not so easy to implement 
CSR, but is necessary.  

One respondent assumed that “Social Sustainability represents the ability of an 
organization or a community to create processes and structures which meet the 
expectations of its current members. Besides that, it has also to make sure that supports 
the ability of future generations to keep a healthy community” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). 
One respondent emphasized that “Corporations are just one of possible sectors that 
potentially could contribute to social dimension of sustainability. Governments could 
contribute with sustainable social policies, while the households with sustainable 
lifestyle” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent support this statement by saying 
that “I assume that CSR represents only one tool for making social sustainability, as 
corporations are just one possible entity that are involved in the Social Sustainability 
game” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). He/ she further stated that “we have seen CSR may be 
done just to get some tax benefits or due to pressures from regulatory body. 
Sustainability on the other hand is a philosophy and must be understood in its entirety” 
(2, Romania, Ice Cream).  

When talking about what does social sustainability means to their company, all the 
respondents think social sustainability has great impact on companies’ activity and it is 
one of their core responsibilities towards the communities they serve. One respondent 
said “despite a shared interest in social sustainability, academics, professionals and 
policymakers often hold varying perspectives about what social sustainability is, and 
how it can be implemented and assessed. Broadly speaking, the social aspect of 
sustainability examines the social relationships, interactions, and institutions that affect, 
and are affected by, sustainable development. Therefore, when it comes to the company 
I work for, social sustainability represents a continuous process of investing in 
employee’s satisfaction and the community” (4, Romania). Companies need social 
sustainability in order to “provide equality and a good quality of life within communities, 
particularly communities of the less fortunate” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). One 
respondent believes that “social environment is equally important as the physical 
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environment itself; therefore, social Sustainability should be at the forefront of the 
world’s concern as we move forward in the future” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). This 
statement is also supported by another respondent from the same company. “Social 
Sustainability represents a priority” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). They also motioned that 
they try their best to develop and bring fair opportunities to assist in creating a more 
prosperous community by meeting their urgent needs in education, health, etc. and take 
all the necessary measures that will sustain the communities’ prosperity. One 
respondent said they also “focus on universities and schools and provide them with 
needed facilities such as new technologies, maintenance of building and educational 
materials” (6, Africa). Another respondent pointed out that “this major shift 
(Globalization together with technological advancement) has compelled companies not 
only to get involved in major activities related to sustainability and social development, 
but also to integrate sustainability and corporate social responsibility as part of their 
core strategies” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). Because of this, he/she further stated that 
“Our aim is to integrate them in one because everything in this world is inter-connected. 
It is a whole chain process actually” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). As stated by one 
respondent, “each business which follows CSR should automatically implement the 
Social Sustainability in supply chain. Both of them work together and help the 
organization to achieve more stability” (1, Romania, Ice Cream).  

Moreover, respondents briefly mentioned the advantages of social sustainability in this 
theme. Thus we add an additional question during the interviews to understand how 
does social sustainability helps companies to sustain prosperity. One respondent thinks 
“it helps the company to sell more products because customers know that our business 
is a reputable and respectable organization” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Another 
respondent deeply believes that “growing and serving the communities we operate in, 
will ensure the sustainability of the company growth and continuation of our business in 
serving these communities and at the same time contributing big time in people’s 
welfare” (6, Africa).  

5.3 Stakeholders 
When discussing the role of internal and external stakeholders have on implementing 
Social Sustainability in supply chain, respondents give us similar answers. We conclude 
that internal stakeholders are the management (directors, Officers and CEO and the 
board of directors) and the employees including the general manager, accountants, 
administrator, sales representative, sellers, drivers, keepers and the rest of the 
employees working in the production chain. When it comes to the external stakeholder 
they are: suppliers, customers, competitors, intermediaries, clients and the vendors, 
NGOs and regulator and related government bodies. 
 
When asked the role of the internal stakeholders in the implementation of Social 
Sustainability in supply chain, many respondents pointed out that the main role of 
internal stakeholders, such as managers and employee, is to build strong relationship 
with external stakeholders such as suppliers and customers, based on mutual trust and 
benefit. As one respondent further states that “we also strive to build good relations 
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with Regulatory and related government bodies and NGOs to ease our works in serving 
the communities and end-users” (6, Africa), indicating that the internal stakeholders 
play very significant role on building a healthy and sustainable relation with all kinds of 
external stakeholders. Besides, one respondent thinks that “one of the general 
manager's responsibility is to increase employee satisfaction” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). 
Another respondent support it by saying that “our role is to make our employees happy 
and in the same time to make sure that all of the standards and legislation is respected” 
(3, Romania, Ice Cream). As stated by one respondent, “the role of management team is 
to provide the employees with best working conditions, good salaries, training and also 
the possibility of future promotions” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). This respondent further 
added that “education plays a key role when it comes to Social Sustainability. Educate 
your people and the results can be amazing” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). As for 
employees, “they need to respect the companies’ rules, norms and procedures and also 
to get involved by coming up with suggestions of improvement” (2, Romania, Ice 
Cream). Therefore, we can conclude that the internal stakeholders also need to build a 
strong relationship within themselves not only for the external stakeholders. 
 
When asked the role of the external stakeholders in the implementation of social 
sustainability in supply chain, all the respondents believe that the role of the external 
stakeholders is critical in the long term sustainability of both their business and the 
welfare of the communities and social sustainability. One respondent said “there is a 
strong connection inside our company between us and the suppliers, as we highly 
dependent on each other” (4, Romania). If there is a good collaboration, then the supply 
chain is also getting better. One respondent emphasizes the important role of suppliers 
by stating that “we expect the companies in our supplier network to take a similar 
ethical business approach as we do” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). He/she further stated that 
“they need to demonstrate some progress and achievements in these areas and also to 
inform and educate the practices of their own suppliers” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). 
Another respondent told us “we have managed to develop a strong relationship with our 
suppliers based on mutual trust, respect and correctness” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). The 
reason behind this opinion is that they consider “factors such as environmental, social, 
ethical and health and safety issues, as well as labor practices, are not separate add-on 
features, but are integrated within all our sourcing processes, including supplier 
selection and relationship development” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). This opinion is also 
supported by another respondent, who stated that “our providers and service 
contractors should ensure the preservation and conservation of nature, improvement of 
people’s health and the lives of individuals, families and communities” (6, Africa).  
 
Moreover, the consumers’ role is emphasized by many respondents. One respondent 
thinks “their ideas can contribute to our social sustainability program” (1, Romania, 
Ice Cream). Then he/she gave us a detailed example within his/her company about why 
he/she thinks the consumers’ role need to be taken into account when implementing 
social sustainability in supply chain. He/She stated that their customers can evaluate 
their products, discuss and share ideas online on different social media platforms such 
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as Facebook or Twitter. After doing that, customers are more than welcome to send 
them feedbacks about their products and also suggestions about improvements or some 
social activities for their communities. This respondent further stated that “we value our 
customers as much as our suppliers because they have the ability to provide sustainable 
development solutions that respond to the local situation, and the interests and values of 
the communities involved” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent adds that 
“consumers have a great power that some of them don’t know’ (3, Romania, Ice Cream). 
“Many individuals that can form a group or an entity, a profit or a non-profit 
organization which represents their interests in the relationship with a company or 
more” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). Thus, this respondent empathized that “each 
organization has to be careful and not underestimate the bargaining power of the 
consumers” (3, Romania, Ice Cream).  
 
One respondent pointed out “besides the suppliers and consumers, an enormous power 
is in the hands of the Government when it comes to Social Sustainability in the supply 
chain” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). He/ she thinks “the government is the entity which 
makes regulations that have to be respected by the companies. The government is also 
the entity that makes sure that the regulations are respected” (2, Romania, Ice Cream).  

 
5.4 Drivers  

When talking about the reasons for implementing Social Sustainability in the supply 
chain in general, one respondent believes that “increased sustainability in supply chain 
reduces risks and increases profits for all organizations and stakeholders. Another 
advantage is the engagement and commitment of all of the parties involved, including 
suppliers, customers and the governmental agencies. If there is a good connection and 
understanding between all of us, at the end of the day everyone will be happy” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent supports this statement by saying that “these 
measures of social sustainability definitely reduce the risks of our organization and they 
also provide a good understanding between all of our stakeholders” (3, Romania, Ice 
Cream). He/she further adds that “business is often taking the initiative to move things 
forward. Focusing only on the business case underplays the value that business is and 
should be providing in society and with regards to development” (3, Romania, Ice 
Cream). One respondent thinks “the main reason for being socially sustainably in the 
supply chain is because we have to be socially sustainable” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). 
Another respondent also supports this statement. He/ she believes that economic 
dimension cannot be seen as a direct driver for social sustainability. The respondents 
consider doing good for their community due to the fact they care about them. One 
respondent agreed that there are some advantages of being Socially Sustainable such as 
reduces risks, increased reputation and profit. However, he/she believes “we are doing 
social sustainability because it represents and ethical conduct, this is how it should be” 
(2, Romania, Ice Cream).  
 
When talking about the drivers for implementing social sustainability in supply chain, 
our respondent came up with various possible drivers and pointed out the important 
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ones for their company according to the nature of their corporations and business 
environment. Those drivers are economic interest/profit, reputation, 
regulation/government, competitors, society, etc. 
 
When discussing the effect of economic on implementing social sustainability in supply 
chain, one respondent thinks “social sustainability in supply chain is possible only if 
economic incentives are realized” (6, Africa) Another respondent emphasizes that 
“profit is not just the difference between your sales and cost, because if your company 
has long-term dreams, there are many hidden costs to not being sustainable” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). This respondent told us their mission is to offer ice-cream 
consumers’ sweet moments, soft tastes and intense sensations. Therefore, their main 
objective on a medium and long-term is to update the production process in order to 
create high-quality ice-cream. Thus, in 2006, the CEO decided to buy a high tech 
pasteurization machine from Italy. At the beginning years of updating production 
process, the company didn’t see much economic growth. However, several years later, 
the company was able to provide its clients with superior quality ice-cream, at a lower 
price than their competitors. As stated by this respondent, “in the same time our 
company has a big storage capacity because we own a refrigerated warehouse. Another 
economical advantage we have is that we have our own working capital, including both 
the production and distribution process. Beside that we also pose our own commercial 
venue. This means that “we have the ability produce, ice-cream, distribute it, and finally 
sell it” (1, Romania, Ice Cream).  
 
Not all the respondents believe that economic dimension is a vital driver for 
implementing social sustainability in supply chain. One respondent said “you have to 
meet requirements and we are out of our own take on social responsibility because we 
want to give back to the community” (5, Africa). Another respondent admitted that there 
are also some economic advantages, such as decreased cost and increased reputation. 
But they said “we don’t see the economical dimension as a driver for implementing 
Social Sustainability. We do it because this is how it should be” (3, Romania, Ice 
Cream). One respondent said “I think that the economic should not be seen as a driver 
for the implementation of social sustainable practices in the supply chain. Each 
organization should invest in its employees because they are humans. Each individual 
deserves good job conditions, a good salary, and good opportunities for development. 
The human resource plays a key. This is why we need to invest in people. Especially in 
our own people” (4, Romania).  
 
When it comes to the effect of reputation on implementing social sustainability in 
supply chain, the respondent believes there is so much need to discuss. They all think 
reputation is crucial to the sustainable development of the company involved in the 
supply chain, but not only for the social sustainability. One respondent stated that
“reputation is a solid element for our company. Without it I think it will be impossible 
for us to compete with the other companies within the country” (1, Romania, Ice 
Cream). This respondent further state that, in the last 10 years, his/her company has 
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been awarded twice for being the number one producer in Ice Cream industry in the city. 
Therefore, he/she considers that they permanently need to protect their reputation and 
increase it. That’s why they believe that they need Social Sustainability in the supply 
chain. It is not enough to care about products, employees and customers. “If we want to 
achieve a higher reputation than our competitors, then we need to integrate the Social 
Sustainability in supply chain in a good way” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Another 
respondent said “the reputation of a business is essential to its survival. The trust and 
confidence of the consumer can have a direct and profound effect on a company’s 
bottom line” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent added that “if you want to 
become successful in running your business organization, you have to make sure that 
you take good care of your image and reputation through effective corporate branding” 
(4, Romania). Another respondent thinks the importance of reputation has become 
increasingly recently. He/she emphasis the importance by telling us the new trend of 
business. “In the past, businesses relied on word of mouth by their stakeholders in order 
to establish, build and maintain their reputations. In this modern age of social 
networking, websites, and other methods of instant communication, businesses must be 
conscientious of their reputations on a constant basis and be responsive to any crisis 
that may have an impact on their reputation” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). One of our 
respondent thinks the reputation is very important for his/her company, because his/her 
company is a family owned one. He/she believes that “you have to meet requirements 
and we are out of our own take on social responsibility because we want to give back to 
the community” (5, Africa). 

There are some advantages if an organization has a good reputation when it comes to 
Social Sustainability in its supply chain. One respondent thinks “by providing the 
expected quality of reputation can represent our brand, more service can be built (era 
of e-commerce, cloud, OTA and IOT)” (6, Africa). If an organization has a good 
reputation when it comes to Social Sustainability in its supply chain, “consumers may 
have a preference for that company even if there are similar businesses offering the 
same products or services for different prices” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). Moreover, the 
reputation of an organization can also “enable a company to differentiate its product in 
highly competitive markets, allow it to have premium pricing, and can become the 
ultimate factor in whether a customer decides to patronize one business over another” 
(3, Romania, Ice Cream).  

Some respondent pointed out that it is not easy for companies to gain reputation. 
Another respondent emphasis the importance of reputation by saying that “bear in mind 
that even the most formidable business establishments can be brought down after facing 
a controversy. And this is considered to be extremely damaging as it has been proven 
that redeeming an organization's image is more difficult and costly than losing a good 
sales deal. If your reputation, as a business owner, is already ruined, then you will have 
a hard time fixing the damage that this will cause to your entire organization” (4, 
Romania). In order to get it, “company had to invest a lot in its production process and 
also in some training activities for its employees” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Moreover, 
he/she believes that “If we want to achieve a higher reputation than our competitors, 
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then we need to integrate the Social Sustainability in supply chain in a good way” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). More precisely, he/ stated that each organization has to inform its 
consumers and communities about the social sustainable measures they have 
implemented in the supply chain, not only implementing it. The reason is that “If you 
don't inform your target population, then your reputation might suffer compared to the 
reputation of the competitors” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent told us his/her 
company was awarded twice as the number one ice cream sale company in the city by 
the government. The reason behind that are 3 major steps which in his/her opinion each 
organization has to follow: “we have the commitment not only to deliver products and 
services that fulfill and exceeds our customer’s expectations, but to contribute in the 
development of a sustainable supply chain for the benefit of our business, our society 
and our planet. Sharing success is a must in the process of assuring long term 
sustainability and growth” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). Only in that way, companies can 
have a good reputation from their consumers and the community they serve. 

Moving to the effect of regulation on implementing Social Sustainability in supply 
chain, most of our respondents believe that the role of regulation is important in 
establishing sustainability in the supply chain. As we all know, each country has its own 
regulation when it comes to the employees’ protection rights and so on. One respondent 
stated that “regulation is a great driver for social sustainability in the supply chain 
because it defines the employees ‘rights in an organization” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). 
The legislation is the one that decides the minimum month salary, the minimum or 
maximum working hours, right for holidays and so on. All the respondents told us they 
have strict standards and norms which are totally respected by their companies. One 
respondent introduced us a couple of regulations moderated by government for social 
sustainability. One important law he/she mentioned is the Labor Code, which is 
“responsible for the regulation of the entire individuals and collective labor agreements, 
but also for the supervision of how those regulations are applied inside companies” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). Moreover, this respondent told us there is a software called the 
General Registry for Employees in Electronic Format (REVISAL). “Each organization 
is forced by the regulation to implement this software program REVISAL in order to 
protect the employee’s rights in the company. By using it, both companies and 
government know how much an employee works per day and also some other details” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). For the employees without a labor contract who work for a 
couple of days or hours, he/she said “we have the regulation which is mainly attributed 
for temporary workers” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Some other regulations he/she 
mentioned during the interview are the regulation for the Social Dialogue, for the 
Principle of Discrimination, the regulation called the Protection of the Disabled. One 
respondent said “when it comes to regulation, it differs from country to country. 
Therefore, an international organization should respect the regulations from each 
country it operates. Especially when it comes to the social aspects of the supply chain” 
(4, Romania).  

When it comes to the government, all the respondents believe it has a big role because it 
provides norms and regulations which are important for Social Sustainability. One 
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respondent mentioned that “government has the ability to force businesses to implement 
sustainable measures simply by providing Governmental Decisions (HG) or Emergency 
Governmental Decisions (O.U.G)” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Additionally, the actions 
of government related to the establishment norms, regulations and legislations, such as 
the minimum month salary, the maximum working hours and so on. As we mentioned 
earlier, a software called REVISAL was designed by one of our respondents’ 
government in order to identify how many employees work in a company and how 
much time they work. This software program is used by each business in Romania, but 
also by the government Workforce Agency which has the responsibility to check and 
make sure that employees’ rights are respected. As stated by this respondent, “each 
company is under the supervision of an inspector from the government Workforce 
Agency which is responsible for the labor protection” (1, Romania, Ice Cream).  

Apart from providing norms and regulations which are important for Social 
Sustainability, one respondent said the government has another role. “Government has 
to provide good business conditions for companies in order to attract investments in the 
country”, “by attracting more investors, then automatically more job opportunities will 
rise. Otherwise, the poverty in the country will increase” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). 
Poverty is a social problem because its effects are felt in society as a whole. This 
respondent further adds that “when there is poverty, there is also an underground 
economy and a black market” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). This respondent pointed out 
that “the problem of poverty is now reverberating around the globe causing huge social 
problems from drug addiction to war and famine. At some point even the social elite 
will be affected by this imbalance. Therefore, the government and companies have to 
provide good working conditions and salaries for each individual in this country” (2, 
Romania, Ice Cream).  

When talking about the influence of an industry (competitors) on implementing Social 
Sustainability in supply chain, most of respondents` answers are similar. One 
respondent thinks “without competition, it’s easy to lose focus on your core business 
and your core customers and start expanding into areas that don’t serve your best 
customers” (4, Romania). Another respondent stated that “the best formula here is to 
compete with each other in providing the best economic, social and environmental 
setup that will enhance sustainability” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). However, there are 
many followers in the industry. “These companies simply implement same measures of 
social sustainability as their competitors because they don't want to lose customers” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). All of our respondent think their companies are not followers. 
This doesn't mean that they don't care about their competitors and their social 
sustainability measures. One respondent further explains that “If they have better 
solutions than us, automatically we will implement them too. But our main focus is on 
the inside of our supply chain. If we do good things, the competitors will follow up” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). There are many competitors, national and international brands 
operating in the same industry. When it comes to those international brands, they 
definitely have more financial resources than some medium size or small size 
companies for implementing social sustainability in general. One told us about his/her 
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company’s situation, “our budget is limited as we do not intent to borrow money from 
banks or to involve some other shareholders in our company” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). 
In the same time, our respondent thinks “it’s more challenging for them (big companies 
or strong competitors) to satisfy their employees’ needs, as they have a significant 
number of people working for the organization” (3, Romania, Ice Cream).  

One respondent considers “instead of competing with these bigger companies, our goal 
is to create partnerships with them when it comes to Social Sustainability” (3, Romania, 
Ice Cream). Moreover, “these big organizations can also play a role-model for the rest 
of the competitors, by showing responsibility for the employees and communities” (3, 
Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent told us this attitude in business is called 
coopetition, which means “you compete and cooperate with the other players in the 
industry in order to achieve more organizational sustainability” (2, Romania, Ice 
Cream). This respondent pointed out the risk behind the coopetition, “these important 
players might stop the collaboration with us because they don’t want their reputation 
being affected”(2, Romania, Ice Cream). Another treat is that “our employees might 
switch and start to work for our competitors because of better working conditions” (2, 
Romania, Ice Cream).  

Moving on to the effect of society on implementing social sustainability in supply chain, 
respondents believe that society plays an important role and it is society who will most 
benefit from sustainability opportunities. One respondent said “when it comes to the 
society, that’s the reason why we do social sustainability. We care about our workers 
and we want to provide them a good living. If we do that, their families will also be 
happy” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent said “the society should also take part 
in this game and put pressure on companies to implement Social Sustainability in their 
supply chains” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent stated that “people can 
group together in non-profit organization and put pressure on companies to implement 
Social Sustainability in their supply chain” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Moreover, “the 
society has a great ability to penalize any business in the country simply by social 
media pressure or actually street protests; when this happens, the respective company 
suffers because people stop buying their products or services” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). 
Another respondent added that “in this situation, companies have to move quickly and 
improve their supply chain, otherwise they will lose market share and reputation” (2, 
Romania, Ice Cream).  

5.5 Barriers 

When discussing the barriers for implementing Social Sustainability in supply chain, 
most of our respondents agree that the most important barrier represents the cost for 
implementing such measures of social sustainability, and all the other barriers directly 
related to cost. One of our respondents told us the economic barrier his/her company 
face is “monetary capital is limited compared to some other big competitors from the 
market” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Some of our respondents believe that the size of the 
company can also be seen as a barrier. “If you look at massive organizations, they got 
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large revenues, in cash flow, earning, returns for shareholders; they can put a lot of 
money aside in terms of pushing more socio-economic issues, as well as being more 
eco-efficient. They can then obviously create more jobs, they can assist with skill 
enhancement, they have local economic impact on the community because they have a 
much bigger budget” (5, Africa). Another respondent said that “compared to some 
international brands, our financial resources are limited so we cannot get involve in 
more activities dedicated to the communities and society” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). 
One respondent said “we do not intend to borrow money from banks or from some other 
investors. Our aim is to achieve an organic and sustainable growth” (2, Romania, Ice 
Cream). One respondent said that “there are significant costs if you want to have to 
provide your employees attractive salaries and modern working conditions. If we talk 
about training programs, pensions funds and some other development activities, then of 
course are extra-costs for the company” (4, Romania). Thus, one of our respondents 
thinks “resource management is a key” (5, Africa). Another respondent suggested that 
“in order to be sustainable, as an organization you also need to have a sustainable 
financial budget or plan” (4, Romania).  

Our respondent believes that legislation is also a big barrier. “In our country, legislation 
is not stable because every year something changes and new or modified regulations 
are coming up” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). The unstable legislation has a direct impact 
on the economic dimension and the reason is that “we permanently need to adjust the 
company's budget, cut costs from one side and add extra costs to another side. We 
cannot predict the right budget for the following year because of the ongoing changing 
legislation” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent working for the ice cream 
company expressed his/her expectations on improvement of legislation from 
government. He/she said “there are many improvements already visible in the 
legislation, but we expect some more do be done, especially when it comes to 
regulations about taxes what we pay” (3, Romania, Ice Cream).  

As agreed by all the respondents, the commitment of suppliers is also important for 
companies when it comes to social sustainability. One respondent further stated that “I 
would not say they are not committed, but we expect them to get more involved. They 
need to understand the fact that we are doing business for the same community” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent told us though that the commitment of supplier 
can be seen as a barrier; “it doesn’t represent a major barrier for our company as we 
have a couple of partnerships with important players within the industry” (3, Romania, 
Ice Cream). One respondent pointed out the problems of their suppliers and the African 
government. “Some of them (suppliers) are focused just on making business rather than 
sustainability, irrelevant if they are from Europe or America, they see Africa as an 
emergent market where they can still implement primitive management schemes just to 
make money quickly. This, because of the government; because there are not so many 
requirements and so much paper-work, because obviously Africa needs the foreign 
direct investment to keep the economy growing; so sometimes things are overlooked or 
just brushed under the carpets to get the money” (5, Africa). Another respondent told us 
the story of KIA. KIA MOTORS has been accused for bad practices into its own supply 
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chain. The company had a contract with a car-wash company that was responsible to 
clean all the vehicles from the car park. But that car-wash company was corrupted 
because it had employees working part-time on the contract, but in reality they were 
working more than 10 hours per day. When they heard about this story in media, KIA 
Motors decided to start its own investigation in order to protect the company’s 
reputation. He/she concluded that “this is an example of poor supplier commitment. This 
is why is very important to have a tight collaboration with your own suppliers and be 
fully informed about their practices. If their practices are not ethical, especially when 
the human rights are involved, then as a company you might be in a very bad position. 
The public will definitely punish your brand if you don’t take immediately action” (4, 
Romania). 

One of our respondents believes that a major barrier for implementing social sustainable 
measures is corruption. We all know that corruption is happening everywhere in the 
world, at a small or high scale. Corruption is also a major cause and a result of poverty 
around the world. This respondent thinks “corruption occurs at all levels of society, 
from local and national governments, civil society, judiciary functions, large and small 
businesses, military and other services and so on” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). He/ she 
further stated that “corruption affects the poorest the most, in rich or poor nations, 
though all elements of society are affected in some way as corruption undermines 
political development, democracy, economic development, the environment, people’s 
health and more” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent added that “element of 
corruption leads to another element with represents the practice of modern slavery” (2, 
Romania, Ice Cream). He/ she told us “here are some forms of modern slavery such as 
forced work through mental or physical treat, owned or controlled by an employer, 
usually though mental or physical abuse or the treat of abuse, or an individual 
physically constrained with restrictions placed on his/her freedom of movement” (2, 
Romania, Ice Cream). One of our respondents from the African continent told us 
‘unfortunately, the government, because it’s a third world country, there are some 
transparency issues; and there are obviously some levels of corruption” (5, Africa).  

5.6 Implementation 

When discussing what social sustainability issues should be addressed in the 
respondent’s company, participants gave us diversified answers according to the nature 
of their companies. One respondent believes that one of the social sustainability issues 
they should address is “creating business to the communities we serve, such as more 
works to dealers, SMEs and enterprises” (6, Africa). “We are trying to diversify our 
activity in order to gain more financial resources” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). Another 
respondent gave us more detailed answers. Firstly, he/she thinks “social sustainability 
has never been easier to practice” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Then he/she told us three 
social sustainability issues they need to address in his/her company. “I truly believe that 
we really need to put more efforts in creating employee engagement” (1, Romania, Ice 
Cream). As the ice cream industry is affected by the climate and season, his/her 
company lose a lot of valuable workers such as professional drivers or sales agents. 
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“Another issue that has to be addressed is a bonus program for our employees” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream), and he/she thinks “we could offer bonuses to some employees 
with exceptional working results so we can create an internal competition between 
employees” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Another respondent who works for the same firm 
also considers employee engagement very important for his/her company. He thinks 
“employee engagement is based on trust, integrity, two ways commitment and 
communication between an organization and its members. It is an approach that 
increases the chances of business success, contributing to organizational and individual 
performance, productivity and well-being” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent 
emphasized the importance of “creating a partnership with a non-profit-organization 
(in his/her home country)” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). The main objective of this 
non-profit-organization is to “defend, promote, and represents with all of the legal 
means the consumers’ rights and interests in relation with the economic agents and the 
state institutions” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). He/she believes that “this partnership has 
the ability to increase our reputation and also help us to create and promote social 
activities for the community” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). Our respondent who works on 
the African continent thinks “we have to uphold really high standards”, he also thinks 
“if we did have a larger financial backing and resource it would be nice to send 
employees on educational programs that would uplift them” (5, Africa). 

Moving to what social sustainability practices are implemented in the supply chain 
management, one respondent told us they brought a high tech pasteurization machine 
from Italy. “As we have this modern production machine, our employees work in a safer 
environment, and the quality of our products is also superior” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). 
The respondent from the same firm added that “we address each issue such as working 
hours, wages and benefits, human treatment, nondiscrimination, freedom of association 
and collective bargaining, occupational safety, emergency preparedness, occupational 
injury and illness, fire safety, industrial hygiene, physically demanding work, machine 
safeguarding and so on” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). Besides, this respondent said they 
are trying to do business only with companies that are socially responsible and adopt 
fair trade ingredient and product from suppliers, because “by adopting these Fair Trade 
standards, our company ensures that employees have good and safe working conditions, 
work reasonable hours and are paid a fair amount for their work” (1, Romania, Ice 
Cream). Another respondent further stated that “The Fair Trade market is growing 
rapidly and consumer demand is steadily rising. The Fair World Project has created a 
resource center for retailers and manufacturers looking to source Fair Trade 
ingredients and products” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). Besides that, one respondent told 
us there are 10 principles implemented and respected in their organization for a better 
supply chain sustainability. Those are: “Principle 1 which says that businesses should 
support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights; then we 
have Principle 2 which states that we need to make sure that other businesses are not 
complicit in human rights abuses. Then we have Principle 3 saying that businesses 
should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to 
collective bargaining. Principle 4 which support the elimination of all forms of forced 
and compulsory labor; Principle 5 for the effective abolition of child labor; and 
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Principle 6 for the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and 
occupation. Then we have Principle 7 which says that businesses should support a 
precautionary approach to environmental challenges; Principle 8 for undertaking 
initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and Principle 9 for 
encouraging the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies. 
Finally, we have Principle 10 which states that businesses should work against 
corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery” (2, Romania, Ice Cream). 
This respondent said they are taking into consideration all of these principles and all of 
them are equally important. One respondent said that in order to honor the orders in 
maximum 24 hours, the organization decided to implement a software program called 
HERMES. “This application provides us a real-time visualization of the current stock 
from the storage. The daily orders are operated though this application, where you can 
find the customers database and also the billing data. With the usage of HERMES, we 
are also able to visualize the outstanding voices of our clients. Another application 
introduced by the organization is called Nexus and it helps us to synchronize the orders 
in real-time, of course with the help of HERMES” (4, Romania).  

When discussing how far the implementation of different social sustainability practices 
is, all our respondents believe they are doing quite good on social sustainability. One 
respondents think that his/her company is doing quite good and believes that in the next 
couple of years they can reach the advanced level. The reason behind this statement is 
that they have a modern factory with high-tech machines, they built successful 
partnerships with some big competitors from the ice cream industry and also with many 
of their different suppliers, their employees are well trained, have good working 
conditions, receive good package salaries, bonuses and the possibility of promotion and 
also good relationship with consumers and society. One respondent further mentioned 
that “in terms of how we treat our employees, I think it’s very high. The way we engage 
our suppliers and making sure that they are ethical. We would obviously like to have 
more funds that could really impact communities in a bigger way” (5, Africa). “We do 
as much as we can and like I said, according to the annual statements, the percentage 
that we take from the turnover per year for social sustainability, I think it’s a 
respectable amount considering the size of the company” (5, Africa).  

In terms of describing the ongoing improvements and future implementation tasks, 
respondents have different answers. As some of our respondents think their companies 
are doing very well in implementing different social sustainability practices, they 
assume that the “ongoing improvements are already visible” (1, Romania, Ice Cream), 
“Of course we would do some more things but our budget doesn’t permit that” (1, 
Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent said that “we are permanently up-to-date when it 
comes to information about the products or equipment we sell, due to the strong 
collaboration with our suppliers” (4, Romania). One respondent added that as for future 
implementation measures, “we need to work more on trying to build more partnerships 
with bigger companies” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). The reason is that “in this way we can 
do more for the communities. When there are more companies involved, automatically 
the budget for the respective activities will get bigger” (1, Romania, Ice Cream). 
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Another reason is that “the purpose of this collaboration is the exchange of experience 
with some other international competitors” (3, Romania, Ice Cream). One respondent 
affirmed that “we would have to employ a CSO (chief sustainability officer) that 
actually just deals with that kind of thing. Because obviously then the bigger you are as 
an organization, you really have to step up” (5, Africa). “I assume that the big next step 
for our organization is to hire a Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO), an action which 
will increase our organizational transparency” (4, Romania).  

5.7 Summary Qualitative Findings 

In the table below, one can find a summary of our qualitative findings from the thematic 
analysis. The descriptions of the themes summarize how we interpreted these themes by 
presenting the level of significance of each factors based on the findings of our 
interviews.  
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Economic interest Not regarded as a driver by many 
respondents 

Internal stakeholders (manager, employee, 
etc) 

Crucial Driver 

Enhance Reputation Crucial Driver 

CSR Crucial Driver 

Organizational sustainable culture Overlooked by many respondents 

External stakeholders (suppliers, 
consumers, etc.) 

Crucial Driver 

Regulation Crucial Driver 

Government  Crucial Driver 

Society (NGOs) Crucial Driver 

Industry Influence Not regarded as a driver by many 
respondents  

Table 3 Internal and External Drivers 

Financials constraints Great barrier 

Lack of knowledge and awareness Great barrier 

Inadequate support of management  Great barrier 

Poor supplier’s commitment  Not regarded as a barrier by many 
respondents 

Regulation Great barrier 

Inadequate demand for sustainable 
products or service 

Not regarded as a barrier by many 
respondents 

Lack of government support Great barrier 

Table 4 Barriers 
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Ice cream company in Romania Moving from basic stage to advanced 
stage 

Dent distribution company in Romania  Moving from basic stage to advanced 
stage 

Water purification company in Namibia  Basic stage 

Telecommunication company in Sudan Just started  

Table 5 Implementation  
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6. Analysis 

In this chapter, the empirical findings from the qualitative studies are analyzed and 
discussed with the regards to the purpose of the study.  

6.1 Drivers 

Economic Interest 

We can get a conclusion based on what respondents said. The economic interest or 
profit is a vital driver for some of our respondents when it comes to social sustainability, 
and other drivers are related to economic factor directly. Other respondents do believe 
that economy has huge effect on implementing social sustainability in supply chain 
companies. There are some advantages of taking economic interest and profit into 
account when implementing social sustainability in supply chain. However, they don’t 
see the economical dimension as a driver for implementing Social Sustainability. They 
believe that making themselves more socially sustainable and giving contribution to 
community or society is an obligation, not an attitude drove by the economical factor. 
As we mentioned in our theoretical framework, we assumed management practices that 
are adopted or developed for the purpose of improving social sustainability, first and 
foremost are strongest influenced by economical motivational factors (Kurnia et 
al.,2014). It seems this statement is not true for some companies that treat social 
sustainability as responsibilities for their stakeholders and community not only the way 
to gain profit or economic increase. We assume that different opinions on economic 
motivations derived from different implementations degrees of social sustainability in 
supply chain and organizational or society sustainable culture. 

Reputation, Customers and Society 

According to what we learned from theoretical framework and the information we got 
from respondents, we believe reputation is a crucial driver for supply chain companies 
when it comes to social sustainability. The good reputation can bring huge effect on 
company, not only in the way of short term economic improvement but also the long 
term prosperity. As for the companies that have already achieved good reputation from 
consumers and society in a specific industry for so many years’ effort, they treat 
reputation as a valuable asset and don’t want to let it destroyed by conducting ethical 
and irresponsible behaviors. In Kurnia et al. (2014) research, the scenario named 
Socio-Political-External argues that motivation comes from external stakeholders (e.g. 
investors, customers, government) to enhance the image of the company. All of our 
respondents believe that reputation of a business is essential to its survival, no matter 
they are trying to get good reputation from implementing social sustainable managerial 
practices in supply chain and take responsibilities to the community and society, or they 
have already achieved good reputation and want to enlarge their reputation to expand 
market. Another important thing we learned through discussing with our respondents is 
that reputation cannot be separated from consumers and society (social media, NGO, 
etc.).  
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As we mentioned before, company can gain good reputation from consumer’s positive 
feedback through the platform of social media or the support or affirmation by NGO. 
Thus, reputation has close relation with consumers and society and cannot be discussed 
separately. We can conclude from what our respondent said that the strong pressure that 
comes from society is a significant motivator when it comes to adopt social sustainable 
managerial practices in supply chain, which is in line with the statement from Sajjad et 
al (2015, p. 643), community and customers’ expectations are the prime external 
triggers for SSCM implementation. NGO’s pressure is also regarded as a significant 
factor in social sustainable supply chain for the reason that they identify and report 
unsustainable labor practices in factories, in concert with the media (Meixell & Luoma, 
2015, p.83). NGOs, as the representatives for community, are used as tools to supervise 
the implementation of social aspect of sustainability and also the method to motivate 
social sustainable managerial practices; while the main difference between regulation 
and NGOs is that regulations are more compulsive. Even though an NGO is not forcing 
a company to implement social sustainability, the result of not considering social 
sustainable measures in practice is a nightmare for companies’ reputation, especially 
when NGOs criticize the irresponsibility of the firm for society and community, 
together with social media and consumers. 

Government and Regulation 

We can conclude that the role of regulation and government cannot be separated when it 
comes to social sustainability in supply chain. It is the government who provides norms 
and regulations which are important for social sustainability. Regulations define the 
employee’s right in an organization, such as month salary, working hours, protection for 
temporary workers and disabled works, etc. There are also many norms and regulation 
aiming to protect not only the employees or consumers but also the community and 
society. Government forces companies to implement sustainable measures and want to 
make sure that all the regulations and norms are respected by companies. Apart from 
that, a good business condition or environment provided by government is a must, 
especially when companies are adopting social sustainable managerial practices in 
supply chain. 

In our theoretical framework chapter, we mentioned that government and regulations 
are two important drivers for social sustainability in supply chain (Kurnia et al.,2014). 
And our respondents also support this statement. However, we didn’t want to continue 
discussing why they should be seen as important drivers and in what degree they are 
significant for different countries. We believe that when studying the importance of 
government and regulations for social sustainability, we should have great 
understanding of the status of political system and the legality of different countries, 
which we consider is represents another major topic. This is a reason why we will not 
perform a further research. Nonetheless, we strongly believe that when a firm gets 
involved in a sound legal system or when the government can provide good condition of 
business environment for the company, the government and regulation are strong 
motivations for the implementation of social sustainable managerial practices in supply 
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chain. In contrast, when those requirements or conditions are not realized, implementing 
social sustainability in supply chain seems impossible. We will discuss the barriers and 
hinder factors for implementing social sustainability when there are some issues related 
to government or society in the barriers part later on. 

Summary 
We concluded the possible internal and external drivers for social sustainable 
managerial practices in the supply chain in our conceptual model. Based on our 
respondent’s opinion, those possible motivation factors do have influence when it 
comes to social sustainability. However, some of those factors do not have obvious 
motivation effect when compared with strong drivers, such as employees, consumers, 
reputation, government and society, etc.  

As a particularly influential group in the supply chain, employees ask for safe working 
conditions and fair wages. Our respondents believe that management teams need to 
provide the employees with better working conditions, good salaries packages, training 
and also the possibility of future promotions, etc. We mentioned in the theoretical 
framework the support of senior management as a critical factor for a successful 
introduction and implementation of social sustainability in supply chain (Sajjad et al, 
2015, p. 643). And regulations relevant to social sustainability do care about the 
employee’s right. Companies should not forget about the consumers bargaining power 
and how easy they can expose an organization story or bad practice. Firms could gain 
good reputation from consumer’s positive feedback through the platform of social 
media or the support or affirmation by NGO. Thus, for companies, to make consumers 
and society happy is crucial. Besides, government provides norms and regulations that 
force companies to implement social sustainable measures. 

We can conclude that competitors and industry do have important influence on the 
implementation of Social Sustainability in supply chain. As all of our respondents 
believe they are not followers in the industry, the implementation of social sustainability 
in the supply chain is not determined by their competitors’ actions. Even though 
competitors are regarded as one of the drivers to adopt social sustainable measures by 
those followers, we don’t see it is a crucial motivator compared to reputation, 
regulations, etc. 
 

Going back to the stakeholder theme, we conclude the effect of internal stakeholders 
and external stakeholders on social sustainability respectively. Here we want to 
investigate the degree of internal and external stakeholders as divers for adopting social 
sustainable measures in supply chain. As stated by Wolf (2014, p.318), the role and 
impact of external stakeholders seems more completed than internal stakeholders. 
Moreover, Meixell and Luoma (2015, p. 83) found that external factors have a positive 
impact on development and ultimate implementation of sustainable supply management 
practices and is likely to have more influential impact than internal factors. Relating to 
what respondent said about the pressure from consumers, government and society 
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(NGO), we believe that external stakeholders put more pressure than internal 
stakeholders on motivating companies to adopt a socially sustainable road. 

Respondents didn’t directly mention the motivation effect of management team and 
organizational sustainable culture. However, we consider that we perceived a positive 
influence of management knowledge about sustainability and organizational sustainable 
culture. As we mentioned before, some respondents don’t see the economic dimension 
as a driver for adopting social sustainability in supply chain. They believe that doing 
social sustainability is a normal and necessary action, and this is how it should be. That 
means those respondents are aware of the importance of social sustainability in supply 
chain and have quite good knowledge of sustainability. They might have been regarded 
as main leader to motivate the social sustainable strategies. It also means the companies 
they serve have organizational sustainable culture. As stated by Marshall (2015, p.438), 
sustainability culture provides an atmosphere where everyday conversation has 
sustainability connect in the organization rather than only an economic view. We 
believe organizational sustainable culture is a crucial motivator for implementing social 
sustainable measures in supply chain, even though it is deeply rooted in organizations` 
culture and easy to overlook compared with other strong and obvious drivers. In terms 
of the effect of organizational sustainable culture, we consider that it needs future 
research, given the fact that our research has limitation on the numbers and diversity of 
respondents. 

6.2 Barriers 

Lack of resources and knowledge 

As we mentioned in the theoretical framework, the high costs from social sustainability 
practices may sway manager’s decision on sustainability approach in supply chain 
Sajjad et al., (2015, p. 644). All of our respondents come from small and medium sized 
enterprises. For them, the same problem they face when implementing social 
sustainability is a limited budget. The limited budget is the biggest hinder for them to 
enlarge social sustainable managerial practices. As we already stated in the theoretical 
framework, lack of awareness and understanding, as well as negative perceptions are 
mentioned as strong internal barriers to social sustainable implementation. Some 
respondents pointed out that due to the size of their company, the challenge they are 
facing is the lack of resources, such as limited professional workers, lacking of 
knowledge or experience, lack of financial support. Thus we include limited budget, 
lack of professional workforce, lack of knowledge and experience into lack of resource 
and understanding as one driver. 

Low level of legislations 

In terms of legislations, we see it as a common barrier. Because all of our respondents 
come from developing countries, they see unstable regulation as a hinder for the 
development of social sustainability in supply chain. We assume that companies from 
developed countries don’t see legislation as a big challenge, given the fact that they 
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pose healthy and standard regulations to force companies to care about their employees 
and community. As we mentioned early, when it comes to regulation, it differs from 
country to country. Therefore, an international organization should respect the 
regulations from each country it operates, especially when it comes to the social aspects 
of the supply chain.  

Bad supplier commitment 

We mentioned the influence of suppliers several times. Due to the nature of supply 
chain and current globalization, companies have to make sure they follow a 
sustainability road, and they also need to care about their suppliers do the same as they 
do. Otherwise, their reputation could be seriously damaged. Some of our respondents 
are very cautious when choosing suppliers. They choose those suppliers that do things 
in the same way as they do. Thus for them, bad supplier commitment is not a crucial 
barrier. However, we consider poor commitment a hinder for many other companies. 
Poor suppliers’ commitment can also be regarded as the low level of trust between 
customers and suppliers (Sajjad et al., 2015, p. 644). The management team and 
employees expect their suppliers to take a similar ethical business approach as they do, 
and educate the practices of their own suppliers. Because of factors such health and 
safety issues, labor practices are not separate add-on feature, but are integrated within 
all the sourcing processes.  

Corruption 

We didn’t mention corruption in theoretical framework, but some of our respondents 
mentioned this phenomenon. We believe it is an emerging barrier which is related to the 
government, regulation and organization sustainable culture. As stated by one of our 
respondent, “corruption occurs at all levels of society, from local and national 
governments, civil society, judiciary functions, large and small businesses, military and 
other services and so on”. Our respondent from Africa thinks it is a big barrier for 
his/her company. Even though they want to give back more to their employees and 
serve the communities, their efforts are ruined by corruption. We consider the European 
and American market as post-industrialization ones. Therefore, many firms have been 
dealing with social sustainable issues for a long time. But the African continent is still 
developing, so technically it’s going through an industrialization phase. People are more 
focused on making money out of the continent than actually having to deal with 
sustainability issues. Even some suppliers from Europe or America see Africa as an 
emergent market where they can make money quickly. One of our respondent blames it 
on government. We believe that government developing level, status of regulation and 
legislation, business environment, and organizational culture have strong effect on 
adopting social sustainable measures in supply chain, either motivational effect or 
hindering effect. However, due to the limitation of data, we cannot give depth 
discussion on this area. 

 Summary 
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In terms of barriers for adopting social sustainable measures, we can conclude that lack 
of resources and understanding (financial constraints, lack of human resource, lack of 
support, lack of understanding and experience, etc.), low level of legislations, and bad 
supplier commitment are the main barriers based on the information we got from our 
respondents. Respondents admit that companies do face industry specific barriers. This 
is also in a direct relation with the economic dimension. We consider the economic 
factor as a barrier that all the companies might have faced. In terms of low standard 
legislations, bad supplier commitment, industry specific barriers, it depends on the 
nature of companies and the business environment they operate. 

We can conclude here according to the empirical findings, the low legislation and 
governmental issues are the strongest obstacles for companies to embrace social 
sustainability. As we motioned earlier, the government can play a significant role by 
promoting public and customer awareness campaigns about social sustainability issues 
(Sajjad et al., 2015, p. 644). Moreover, the government can also use tools such as 
market incentives (e.g. grants and incentives) or direct regulations to strengthen social 
sustainability adoptions. 

6. 3 Implementation 

As three respondents come from the same Ice Cream Company with operations in 
Romania, we believe it would be better to start our analysis and discussion on this SME. 
In terms of how far are the implementations of different social sustainability practices, 
they all think they are doing very well. They would score a medium level here. Maybe 
even advanced. They consider that the most important effort they need to make is to 
create employee engagement.  

In terms of what social sustainability measures they have already implemented in their 
company, our respondent from the ice cream firm said that the company has its own 
production laboratory, and in 2006 the CEO decided to buy a high tech pasteurization 
machine from Italy. As they pose this modern production machine, their employees 
work in a safer environment, and the quality of products is also superior. Besides, they 
developed a couple of programs, such as employee engagement, bonus program, and 
exceptional work in order to make employees happy. As we mentioned earlier, the 
company faces a big challenge during winter time. The seasonality of production 
determines the firm to hire individuals only for 6 months. Therefore, because of their 
determined contract, each year they lose approximately 15% of the seasonal employees. 
So for them, how to make valuable workers stay in the company represents a big social 
issue that needs to be addressed. The supply chain manager said that a solution for them 
would be to diversify the firms’ activity during the cold season. It is not an easy step but 
they are working on it. We can conclude that the foremost thing for this Ice Cream 
Company when it comes to social sustainability is to build strong relationship with the 
employees in their company. 

Additionally, our respondent from the Ice Cream firm emphasized that it is crucial to 
choose suppliers that also care about social sustainability as they do. They mentioned 
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that they choose suppliers that have fair trade product and service. Fair trade is a social 
movement whose stated goal is to help producers in developing countries achieve better 
trading conditions and to promote sustainability. Respondents told us the procurement 
of Fair Trade Ingredients has been adopted by many businesses that are socially 
responsible and demonstrate corporate citizenship. Fair Trade products such as fair 
trade chocolate, fair trade milk, and fair trade equipment are meant to solve some of the 
problems associated with regulating factory and workplace conditions of companies that 
produce goods and services in foreign countries and import their products into their 
home countries. By adopting these Fair Trade standards, the company ensures that 
employees have good and safe working conditions, work reasonable hours and are paid 
a fair amount for their work. Thus, we believe it is also very important to build strong 
relationship with suppliers. Furthermore, a good relationship with suppliers can 
contribute to the relation between company and its employees. 

In terms of future implementation tasks, the respondents from the Ice Cream firm thinks 
they need work on the relationship with bigger companies and partnership with 
non-profit-organizations. As we mentioned earlier, this Ice Cream Company is a 
medium size company in Romania. They face a big problem to gain financial support 
and have limited budget to enlarge their social sustainability practices in supply chain. 
Thus, the respondents said they believe that they need to work more on trying to build 
more partnerships with bigger companies. Only in this way they can do more for the 
communities. The reason is that when there are more companies involved, automatically 
the budget for the respective activities will increase. Apart from building good relation 
with big companies, they believe that they also need to create a partnership with a 
non-profit-organization called The Association for the Consumers Protection in 
Romania. They told us this entity is a non-governmental, apolitical, and non-profit one, 
which was founded in 1990. Its main objective is to defend, promote, and represent with 
all of the legal means the consumers’ rights and interests in relation with the economic 
agents and the state institutions. Our respondent said “we believe that this partnership 
has the ability to increase our reputation and also help us to create and promote social 
activities for the community”.  

When it comes to the rest of the interviewees, they all consider that they tried their best 
on implementing social sustainability managerial practices. The respondent from dental 
distribution firm said that apart from building a strong with employees and suppliers, 
they use a software program called HERMES. This application provides them a 
real-time visualization of the current stock from the storage. By using this software 
program, they have a successful collaboration with their suppliers and can provide great 
customers benefits. In terms of their future implementation tasks, they want to hire a 
Chief Sustainability Officer. The respondent from the Namibian company believes they 
did respectable effort on social sustainability considering the size of the company. They 
tried to provide good working condition, salary, etc. to their employees, and use fair 
trade way to choose their supplier. The most respectable thing they did is that they sent 
employees to educational program and offered them training courses, as most of the 
lower workers in their company are un-educated. Because Namibia is a developing 
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country, the government and regulation are not stable enough to support the companies 
to implement social sustainable measures. Some companies in this country care only 
about the profit and ignore the importance of social sustainability. Although our 
respondent is aware of the importance of social sustainability and tried best to 
implement social sustainable measures, they do face many big hinders from government 
and society. Another respondent from the firm with operations in Sudan only mentioned 
that they are creating business to the communities they serve, such as more works to 
dealers, SMEs and enterprises. When it comes to what social sustainable measures they 
have already implemented and their future improvements, he/she didn’t give us much 
information. We believe the reason behind that is the very beginning level of 
implementing social sustainability practices.   

As we mentioned in the theoretical framework, the majority of social sustainability 
supply chain practices mainly focus on the health and safety of workers in the supply 
chain, to ensure human right and working condition as well (Marshall et al., 2015a, p. 
437). We position those managerial practices in the very basic stage. Another aspect of 
basic practices is monitoring the sustainability compliance of suppliers in the supply 
chain. According to what our respondent said, we believe that both of the Romanian 
SMEs and the Namibian SME are doing very well on building strong relation with 
employees and suppliers. 

 
Besides, we stated in our theoretical framework suppliers that gain certifications, such 
SA8000 or OHSAS 18001, are encouraged and rewarded by customers (Marshall et al., 
2015a, p. 437). Our respondent didn’t mention the effect of sustainable certifications 
when they are choosing their suppliers. Additionally, sustainable management systems 
that provide policies and procedures for wages, work hours and effective job design is a 
basic practice for social sustainability. Our respondent from the ice cream company told 
us that they use a software program in order to know how many employees work in a 
company and how much time they work. It is the way to ensure human rights and 
worker conditions.  
 
There are advanced social sustainability practices in supply chain. Advanced practices 
contain developing new products and processes with a mainly focus on fair trade 
arrangement to social programs, in order to protect communities’ benefit (Marshall et 
al., 2015a, p. 437). Respondents from the Ice Cream firm told us they purchased new 
machines several years ago to develop their product, not only to induce cost but also to 
make their customers happy. Another aspect of advance practices is redefining the idea 
of the supply chain through building strong relationship with NGOs and community 
groups or involving them when making social sustainable plans and strategies. Some 
respondents believe they didn’t start working on these practices. In the future, they will 
work more on trying to build more partnerships with NGOs and community groups. 
 
One of our respondents mentioned 10 principles to do social sustainable practices in 
their company. We believe that formulating standards or principle is a good way to 
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monitor the practice of social sustainability in supply chain. Some of respondents think 
their companies need a Chief Sustainability Officer. For a SME this will represent a 
huge step. We assume they will benefit a lot from it.  
 
In conclusion, we think there is a big gap between those two SMEs from Romania and 
the other two from Africa, if we separate social sustainable practices into basic and 
advance level. We believe those two Romanian SMEs did very well on those practices 
in basic stage, even some practices in the advanced stage. However, the limitation of 
company size and barriers from industry and government made them quite hard to 
enlarge social sustainable practices. On the other hand, SMEs from Africa are still on 
the basic stage of implementation. Because of the factors from the companies 
themselves and government or society, they can only do social sustainable measures 
within their power. If they want to expand their market and gain reputation, they 
absolutely need to have a thorough social sustainable strategy and make a big step. We 
consider that the implementation part could provide guidance and practical contribution 
to those SMEs who are trying to develop their social sustainability practices.  
 

6.4 Revised Conceptual Model 

Through the above analysis, it becomes apparent what are the motivational factors and 
barriers when implementing social sustainability in the supply chain for SMEs, and how 
far SMEs have been studied in the social SSCM approach. This leaves us with the 
following revised conceptual model.  
 
Revised conceptual model is the further development of previous conceptual model 
through putting real life content of SMEs. In the revised conceptual model, we 
rearranged factors and put relevant factors together in order to present the conceptual 
model in a more coherent way and easy to understand for readers. The aim of the 
revised model is not only including all possible factors for SMEs, but also highlight 
most significant drivers, barriers and some other factors in the implementation 
procedure.  
 
Compared to previous conceptual model, we still keep economic interest as one of the 
drivers. As we mentioned earlier, respondents have different opinions on economic 
motivation, given on different implementation degree of social sustainability in supply 
chain and organizational or societal sustainable culture. We consider economic interest 
as an important driver for SMEs that have already adopted social sustainability, but 
struggling in basic phase due to some restraints. We didn’t separate drivers into internal 
and external factors, because we found that our respondents prefer talking some of 
relevant factors together. The reason behind that is some factors affected each other and 
can’t be totally separated. Thus we put enhance reputation, customers and society 
together as one category. As we mentioned before, good reputation can bring huge 
effect on company. Companies enhance their reputation through adopting social 
sustainability activities in supply chain and by contributing to customers and society, 
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they gained good reputation from customers and society afterwards. Thus, those three 
factors have cause and effect relation. Additionally, we put government and regulation 
together as one of the most crucial external drivers. It is the government who provides 
norms and regulations which are important for social sustainability. We combine the 
internal stakeholders in previous conceptual model as one driver, while highlighting the 
effect of employee and managers separately in the revised conceptual model. We also 
include the competitor and industry influence as a driver. Competitor and industry 
influence do not represent crucial factors for many SMEs, but still do have important 
influence on the implementing Social Sustainability in supply chain. At last, we still 
keep organizational sustainable culture as a crucial motivator, since it is deeply rooted 
in organization culture and easy to overlook compared with other strong and obvious 
drivers.  
 
In terms of barriers, we put financial constraints, lack of knowledge and awareness, 
inadequate support of management, lack of government support into one factor--lack of 
resource and knowledge—including all financial or resources restraints and inadequate 
support or knowledge. We add corruption as one of the barriers for SMEs, as most of 
our respondents emphasized the huge effect of corruption. 
 
In terms of implementations, we gained insight on the real practices of social 
sustainability. Since our interviewers gave us practical and informative response, we 
add more factors in the revised conceptual model. However, the main idea of previous 
conceptual model has not changed. We still separated implementation stage into basic 
and advanced level. By putting more real life context in SMEs, we include employees’ 
rights, fair trade agreement, certification and social management system, which means 
that when SMEs adopted social sustainability in the basic phase, they must have done 
very well or have started implemented those practices in supply chain. As our 
respondent highlight the effect of good relationship with stakeholder or large 
community, we decided to add it into the advance level. 
 
We consider our revised conceptual model able to show what motivates and hinders the 
implementation of social sustainable managerial practices the in supply chain, the basic 
and advanced practices of social sustainability, and to contribute to the existing 
knowledge as well. Besides, our revised conceptual model can give implication to 
supply chain managers, policy makers and SMEs, by formulating their social responsive 
activities in supply chain.  
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Figure 5 Revised conceptual model 
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7 Discussion 

Based on our findings and analysis related to social SSCM implementation, there are a 
number of important observations that are worth highlighting. In this chapter, we give 
an overall discussion of our topic and arise an emerging theme. 
 
Stakeholders such as customers, community and NGOs were reported by respondents as 
driving forces for the integration of social sustainability practices in their companies. 
These findings are consistent with the argument that customers and community are 
primary motivators for companies to implement social sustainability practices. 
Companies cannot ignore the power of those stakeholders; otherwise they will face 
reputational risk and lose its brand image.  

Governmental influence is a strong driver for improving social sustainable practices for 
companies. We conclude that, in order to stimulate the demand for sustainable practices 
and products at the supply chain level, the government can play a significant role by 
promoting public and customer awareness campaigns about social sustainability issues. 
Moreover, the government can also use tools such as market incentives (e.g. grants and 
incentives) or direct regulations to strengthen social SSCM adoption. However, the lack 
of regulation may reduce the pace of social SSCM adoption. The corruption and other 
social issues related to government represent a strong obstacle for embracing social 
sustainability in supply chain.  

For SMEs, the strongest barriers they face when implementing social SSCM are the 
capacity of corporation and the governmental issue. The limited budget, lack of 
financial support, lack of human resources, etc. hinder SMEs to expand their social 
managerial practices.  

In addition, the results suggested moral beliefs and organizational culture as 
sustainability principles, encouraging management to embrace the social sustainability 
approach. This finding is consistent with what we found in theoretical framework, 
which suggests that sustainability values and a managerial desire to do the right thing 
lead a corporate tendency towards the adoption of sustainability practices.  

We believe companies that implement social sustainability in the supply chain should 
build health and sustainable relation with all kinds of internal and external stakeholders. 
Management teams need to provide employees with better working conditions, good 
salaries packages, training and also the possibility of further promotions. Management 
and employees build partnerships with those suppliers who take a similar ethical 
business approach. Moreover, building partnership with customer, regulatory, 
government and NGOs, is also important because they can ease their work in serving 
the communities, providing sustainable development solutions, contribute to company’s 
social sustainability program and in the end, the firm achieves good reputation from 
community.   
 

7.1 Emerging Theme 
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Our research aims to fill the gap in knowledge regarding drivers, barriers and 
implementation of social SSCM in the context of SMEs, and contribute to theory 
through the development of conceptual model. When investigating the drivers and 
barriers, we found that an emerging theme arises --the enablers of implementing social 
sustainability in the supply chain. Our respondents mentioned various enablers and the 
inter-relationships among them in adopting social sustainability measures in the supply 
chain. We believe that discussing these enablers can help SMEs to be more socially 
sustainable by understanding the various enablers and their contextual relationships in 
the supply chain. Those are the enablers that our respondents mentioned during 
interviews. 

u   Awareness of social sustainability: Awareness of social activities can 
accelerate social sustainability approach.  

u   Corporation’s capability: Companies have sufficient financial aid, expert on social 
SSCM and ability to spend 

u   Organizational culture: The organizations with social concerns can implement 
social SSCM better. 

u   Direct incentives: Policy makers use incentives to directly or indirectly drive 
sustainability. Government, social development organizations also provide 
benefits incentives to drive social sustainability.  

u   Certifications: Certifications for social standards are important.  

u   Pressure from employee unions: Employee unions, as members of the 
internal stakeholder group, can act as big driver for better implementing 
social measures  

u   Government regulation: Government provide standard social regulation 
that can accelerate social sustainability approach.  

u   Social organization pressure: Social groups encourage corporations to 
implement social sustainability practices.  
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8.Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this chapter, we begin with general conclusion to answer our two research questions 
that has guided our work and address the objective of our thesis. Then we explain the 
theoretical contributions from our qualitative study. Moreover, we provide managerial 
implication and societal implications. At the end of this chapter, we address the 
limitation that we encountered in our study and present suggestions for future research.  
 

8.1 General Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis has been to gain better understanding of what are the drivers 
and barriers for implementing social sustainability in supply chain by SMEs. In order to 
get a deep understanding of how these practices are implemented, we proposed the 
second research question to understand the efforts that SMEs have made on 
implementing social sustainability and how far are their implementations of different 
social sustainability practices. In order to fulfill the main purpose, we have performed a 
qualitative study where we aim to explore how SMEs perceived the drivers and barriers 
for social sustainability adoption and the implementation of social sustainability 
managerial practices. By conducting this study, we have been able to gain an extensive 
understanding of our subjects and also to answer the research questions, which were: 

l   What are the drivers and barriers for SMEs regarding social sustainability in 
supply chain management? 
 
l   How do SMEs implement social sustainability practices in the supply chain 
management?  
 
Through thematic networks we could derive four global themes that served as a basis 
for our analysis. Those four themes are social sustainability in supply chain, stakeholder, 
drivers and barriers, and implementation. The findings of the study revealed that there 
are numerous motivators and barriers to social SSCM implementation. Stakeholders 
such as customers, community and NGOs were reported by respondents as driving 
forces for the integration of social sustainability practices in their companies. We also 
found out that governmental influence is a strong driver for improving social 
sustainable practices for companies. The government can also use tools such as market 
incentives (e.g. grants and incentives) or direct regulations to strengthen social SSCM 
adoption. However, the lack of regulation may reduce the pace of social SSCM 
adoption. The corruption and other social issue in government represent a strong 
obstacle for embracing social sustainability in supply chain. In addition, the results 
suggested that moral beliefs, organizational culture, as well as sustainability principles 
encourage management to embrace the social sustainability approach. We believe that 
building health and sustainable relations with all kinds of internal and external 
stakeholders is important when implementing social sustainable in the supply chain.  
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8.2 Theoretical contributions 

Through our qualitative study, we have been able to gain better understanding of what 
are the drivers and barriers for implementing social sustainability in supply chain and to 
understand the efforts the company have made on implementing social sustainability 
and how far are their implementations of different social sustainability practices in the 
context of SMEs. Less attention given to the social aspect of sustainability by scholars 
even though there are many researches focusing on environmental or green sustainable 
supply chain management. We see that there is a gap in research since there are limited 
studies concerning drivers and barriers for the adoption of social demission in SSCM, 
and also how social sustainability managerial practices are actually implemented in 
supply chain. There are a few scholars who conducted research on involving social 
demission of sustainability to supply chain management, most of them mainly aim at 
studying social sustainability practices in manufacturing industry and developing 
measurement to evaluate the social sustainability practice in supply chains.  

We came up with a conceptual model in the theoretical framework and we revised our 
model after we got the empirical findings. Through our conceptual model, we have been 
able to show what motivates and hinders the implementation of social sustainable 
managerial practices in supply chain, and the basic and advance practices of social 
sustainability. Previous studies only showed the drivers and barriers for implementing 
three demission of sustainability as a whole. Through our conceptual model, we have 
contributed to the existing knowledge by only focusing on the social aspect of 
sustainability through testing the possible drivers and barriers for implementing social 
sustainable practice in SMEs. 

 

8.3 Managerial Implications 

In addition to our theoretical contributions, we are able to provide recommendations to 
top management team involved in the supply chain in order to strengthen their efforts 
for implementing social sustainability and improving their social sustainable managerial 
practices. We believe the study is timely, as managers need to have an up-to-date 
knowledge of what factors motivate and inhibit social sustainability implementation and 
how these factors affect the overall sustainability performance of SMEs that engage in 
the implementation of social sustainability practices in supply chain.  

Based on the empirical evidence that our study has produced, we suggest that managers 
should build health and sustainable relations with all kinds of internal and external when 
implementing social sustainable in the supply chain. SMEs should respect the power of 
customers, community and NGOs, and obey the norms and regulations when it comes 
to social sustainability. Many social sustainable managerial practices and measures are 
discussed in the thesis. Those managerial practices can be used by many other firms 
involved in the supply chain. Hence, research on the social aspects will help the supply 
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chain managers, policy makers and SMEs to formulate their social responsive activities 
in supply chain. 

 

8.4 Societal implications 
When writing our thesis, we took into consideration the fact that social sustainability in 
the supply chain represents a process that involves many different stakeholders. 
Therefore, we assume that we have not produced any recommendations or other 
material that might negatively impact on any of the stakeholders mentioned in our 
research. A study like ours can impact on the local community and society from 
Romania, Sudan and Namibia, since CSR and some other social sustainability practices 
developed by the companies involved in the research are directly related to the local 
community and society. Furthermore, we believe that our recommendations might be 
helpful for some other companies that work on the implementation of social sustainable 
practices in the supply chain. One of our motivations to perform this research was the 
lack of studies regarding social sustainability in the supply chain. By providing the 
society with more information regarding our research topic, we believe that our study 
conclusions might have a positive societal impact. 
 

8.5 Limitations and Future Research 
Our first limitation represents the geographically position of the companies involved in 
this research. Four of the interviews were conducted on two companies with operations 
in Romania, while the other two interviews involved two companies from Sudan and 
Namibia. Therefore, we suggest that future researchers should approach some more 
companies with a different geographically position, such as Asia or America. By 
including in their study organizations with a presence on more than three continents, 
researchers would be provided with much more valuable data. Another possibility for 
future research is to focus only on the Romanian industry, and to conduct interviews on 
several different companies. By doing so, the researchers would be in a better position 
to determine the level of the social sustainability practices implemented by Romanian 
companies. 
 
Another important aspect related to the organizational size is that we have limited our 
study only on SMEs (small and medium enterprises). Therefore, future researchers 
could approach one global company and conduct a deeper investigation related its social 
sustainability in the supply chain. In this case, the researchers could perform a mixed 
method-study based on a qualitative and quantitative investigation. For example, future 
researchers can conduct interviews on managers, and distribute questionnaires to a large 
number of employees within the organization. By doing so, they will be in a better 
position to measure the level of the social sustainability practices of the specific 
organization. However, it might be a difficult step to get inside access, as big 
corporations are very sensitive when it comes to the sustainability of their own supply 
chain. 
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Another limitation that we detected in our study is that we focused only on the internal 
stakeholders of the organizations involved in in the research. Therefore, we suggest that 
future researchers could include in the investigation some external stakeholders such as 
governmental agencies, suppliers, customers, or non-profit organizations. We believe 
this is a good initiative, as social sustainability in the supply chain has different players 
that could influence this process. However, future researchers have to make sure that 
they possess the necessary resources for this type of study, such as time, management 
and access. It will be extremely difficult to collect data from each of the participant 
involved in the social sustainability supply chain of an organization. 
 
A major limitation of the study can be detected in our research questions. The purpose 
of this thesis is to identify the drivers and the barriers of the social sustainability 
practices within the supply chain. Therefore, we do not intend to measure these 
practices. Instead, our aim is to get a deep understanding regarding different drivers and 
barriers of the implementation process. We believe that an opportunity for future 
researchers is to investigate the effect of culture on social sustainability. There are many 
organizations that started to address the issue of cultural sustainability, as they believe is 
equally as important as economic, social and environmental dimensions of 
sustainability.  
 
Also important to mention is the fact that our research does not focus on a specific 
industry. We have included in our study companies that operate in different industries 
such as ice-cream, water purification systems, medicine or telecommunication industry. 
Therefore, future researchers can focus their attention only on a specific industry, by 
collecting and analyzing data from different companies that operate in the same sector. 
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9. Truth Criteria 
We believe that is critical to determine and evaluate the quality of our research. In this 
chapter, we discuss the truth criteria in order to illustrate that we have met the quality 
requirements for our qualitative research.  
 
In a qualitative study, there are three indicators which help researchers to measure the 
quality of their study. These indicators are: dependability, transferability, and credibility. 
It is important to notice that these 3 elements are in relation with the indicators used in a 
quantitative study, also known as reliability, generalizability and validity. Even if there 
is a strong connection between qualitative and quantitative studies` indicators, we will 
adopt credibility, transferability and dependability as our quality indicators. In addition 
to these indicators, we decided to use the fourth quality indicator which is named 
conformability. Credibility, transferability and dependability help the researcher to 
determine whether the results of the study can be applicable to similar situations and 
studies, and also whether or not the findings are believable. When it comes to 
confirmability, Bryman & Bell (2015, p. 43) argues that it can be used to determine to 
what degree the researcher’s values may have or may have not influenced the study. 
 

9.1  Credibility 
 

According to Bryman & Bell (2015, p.396), due to several plausible views of the social 
reality, it is critical to achieve a high level of credibility which can determine the 
acceptability of the findings in a research. In order to match this criteria, we made sure 
to understand the social reality of our study participants by an in depth investigation of 
their activities. However, there is a risk that our participants could have an additional 
view of reality, due to their higher and deeper knowledge regarding the industries` 
specific practices. To achieve a high level of credibility, the research must be performed 
with regards to good practice. According to Bryman & Bell (2015, p.369), research 
findings should be trustful and correct in the sense that researchers have properly 
understood the social context and surroundings of the participants. Halldorsson & 
Aastrup (2003, p. 327) argue that the relation between the participants` construction of 
their social constructs and that of the researchers` representation of these constructs is 
what ultimately determines the credibility of the research findings. Furthermore, the 
same authors mention that participants play a great role in correcting any possible 
misconception of the reality drawn by the researchers (Halldorsson & Aastrup, 2003, p. 
327). In order to avoid any misconceptions, before submitting the final version of our 
paper we gave the opportunity to our study participants to read and correct possible 
misunderstandings regarding the research.  
 
 

9.2  Transferability 
 

According to Carson et al.,(2001, p.29), transferability concerns with the matter whether 
or not the research findings can be transferred and applied to another study or similar 
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contexts or situations. Transferability also determines whether or not a research has the 
ability to develop general asserts regarding the world around it. When it comes to our 
research, we believe the results and findings can be transferable to some other SMEs 
that operate in a similar industry as the participating firms. For a better transferability of 
a qualitative study, researchers need to provide solid and detailed information of how 
the study was conducted and also the methodology used. Therefore, we gave a clear 
argumentation by explaining in the methodology section our perceptions on the chosen 
theories and concepts. Furthermore, we also made sure to provide a clear argumentation  
of the strategy employed for the analysis of qualitative data.  
 
Another way to increase the transferability of the research is to include many 
participants in the study. Like we already mentioned, we decided to select participants 
not only with executive positions such as a CEO or an Executive Director, but also 
some other employees such as a legal adviser, a supply chain manager or a sales 
representative. Therefore, if anyone wants to replicate our study, they can simply 
conduct interviews on individuals with same job positions as mentioned earlier. As it 
represents a qualitative study, our research might reflect a high level of transferability. 
However, due to the fact that we included only 6 participants with work-related 
experience in 4 industries, the degree of transferability may be low to some extent. 
 

9.3  Dependability 
 

The dependability of a study refers to the possibility of performing the research at some 
other time (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p.43). It is crucial for a researcher to keep complete 
information and records of all the steps of the research process, as this information must 
be accessible if it is to be requested by the grading committee. (Bryman & Bell, 2011, 
p.328). Therefore, we both made sure to save all the recordings and transcriptions of the 
interviews performed, as well as the interview guide used throughout the research 
process. In order to ensure a transparent flow of information and give our research a 
sense of reliability, we described the collection of data process, the theoretical concepts 
used, but also the analysis of the empirical data. Furthermore, we have tried to separate 
and position each chapter of the research in a logical sequence. We believe that this 
action would provide the reader the opportunity to easily understand the theory and 
concepts presented in our thesis. 
 

9.4  Confirmability 
 

According to Halldorsson & Astrup (2003, p.328), confirmability ensures that the 
findings represent the results of the empirical research that has been performed and not 
that of the researcher`s biases. In addition, Bryman & Bell (2011, p.43) define 
confirmability as to what extent the researchers` values may have influenced the study. 
As it is already mentioned in the Pre-Understanding section of the research, we take in 
consideration the fact that one of us had previous ties with the ice-cream company 
involved in the study. Therefore, it might be more difficult to duplicate our researcher 
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status. However, before starting the data collection, we made sure that previous 
relationships would not influence in any way the interviews process. Since we are aware 
of our pre-understandings that might have positively or negatively influenced the study, 
we believe that both of us have acted in good faith. According to Halldorson & Aastrup 
(2003, p. 328), confirmability increases when it is easy to trace the results of the 
research back to the original source. As we have mentioned earlier, all the recording 
materials and transcriptions were archived. 
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APPENDIX 1  
INTERVIEW GUIDE 

l   5 minutes to 10 minutes personal and topic introductions.  
l   Don’t forget to ask for the permission to record the interview.  
l   Interview time: 45 minutes to one hour.  

 
General Questions (Max 5 minutes) 

l   How long have you been working in X?  X- company`s name 
l   What’s your position in X? Did you have any previous position in X?   
l   What kind of daily activities do you do?   

 
Theme 1   

Social Sustainability in Supply Chain Management (Max 5 minutes) 
l   Can you explain the difference between CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) 

and Social Sustainability?  (Paulraj et al., 2015, p. 2)  

l   What does Social Sustainability mean to your company?   

 
Theme 2   

Stakeholders (Max 10 minutes) 
l   Who are the the stakeholders for X?    

l   Can you explain the role internal stakeholders such as managers, employees have 
on implementing Social Sustainability in supply chain?   (Meixell & Luoma, 2015, 
p. 70) (Wolf, 2014, p. 318)  

l   Can you explain the role external stakeholders such as suppliers, consumers, end- 
 user on implementing Social Sustainability in supply chain?  (Meixell & Luoma, 
2015, p. 70) (Wolf, 2014, p. 318)  

 
Theme 3   

Drivers and Barriers (Max 20 minutes) 
l   General speaking, can you explain the reasons for implementing Social 

Sustainability in supply chain?  
The following specific questions can be used when the interviewees do not talk 
about those following motivations.  

Ø   Explain the effect of economic on implementing Social Sustainability in supply 
chain.  (Kurnia et al., 2014)  

Ø   Explain the effect of CSR on implementing Social Sustainability in supply chain.   
(Kurnia et al., 2014)  

Ø   Explain the effect of reputation on implementing Social Sustainability in supply 
 chain.  (Kurnia et al., 2014) (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643)  
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Ø   Explain the effect of regulation on implementing Social Sustainability in supply 
 chain.  (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643) 

Ø   Explain the influence of industry (competitors) on implementing Social 
 Sustainability in supply chain.  (Kurnia et al., 2014) 

 
Ø   Explain the role of government and society have on implementing Social 

Sustainability in supply chain.  (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 643)  

 
l   General speaking, can you explain the barriers for implementing Social 

Sustainability in supply chain?  
The following specifics barriers can be discussed when the interviewees do not or 
forget to mention it. (costs, lack of legitimacy, regulation, poor supplier 
commitment, industry specific barriers, etc.) (Sajjad et al, 2015, p. 644) 
 

Theme 4 
Implementation (Max 20 minutes) 

l   What social sustainability issues should be addressed in XX?   
l   What social sustainability practices are implemented in the supply chain 

management? (or what efforts have you made on implementing social 
 sustainability in supply chain management)   

l   Can you explain how far are your implementations of different social sustainability 
practices? (At the beginning? At advanced level? Etc.) (Marshall et al. 2015a, p. 
437) (Marshall et al. 2015b, p. 677)  

l   Can you describe the ongoing improvements and future implementation tasks, etc.? 
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APPENDIX 2 
THEMATIC NETWORK ANALYSIS 

 
Global Theme-Drivers and Barriers 
Organization Theme-Economic Interest 
Basic Theme 
l   The effect of economic/profit is crucial, and other drivers are related to economic 

factor. 
l   For some companies, they don’t see economic as a driver for social sustainability 

in supply chain. They think this is how it should be. 
Organization Theme- Reputation, customers and society 
Basic Theme 
l   Reputation is a crucial driver, essential to company’s survival. 
l   Reputation has a close relation with consumers and society, and can’t be discussed 

separately. 
Organization Theme-Government and Regulations 
Basic Theme 
l   Regulation is a great driver because it defines what should be addressed in social 

sustainability. 
l   Government provides norms and regulations and force companies to implement 

sustainable measures. 
 
Global Theme-Barriers 
Organization Theme- Lack of resources 
Basic theme 
l   Lack of resources (limited budget, lack of financial support, limited human 

resources, lack of knowledge and experience) is a big hinder to enlarge social 
sustainable practices 

Organization Theme- Unstable legislations and corruption 
Basic theme 
l   Unstable legislations and corruption is a big barrier, especially in developing 

countries. 
 
Global Theme-Implementation 
Organization Theme-Basic stage 
Basic theme 
l   The majority of practices focus on employees’ right. 
l   When selecting suppliers, fair-trade agreement and sustainable certification should 

be taken into account. 
l   A good management system can ensure employees’ right and help to monitor 

suppliers. 
Organization Theme-Advanced stage 
Basic theme 
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l   Advanced level of practice involves stakeholder and large community by 
developing new products and processes. 

 
 
 


